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Abstract
In this thesis, modelling and simulation of the effects of electric fields on a
single spherical cell are undertaken. Of interest is the effect that different
electric field waveforms have on the induced transmembrane potential of the
cell and by consequence the electropermeabilization of the cell membrane in
terms of pore density or the fraction of the cell area that the pores occupy.
Conventional biotechnology processes of electroporation make use of unipolar
electric field pulses, which are known to generate undesirable conditions such
as asymmetrical electropermeabilization. These electrical protocols also con-
tribute to lower efficiencies in electroporation based applications (in terms of
uptake of molecules in the cell) by being sensitive to cell radii.
Until recently, theoretical models of electroporation have lagged behind the
experimental research. In order to optimize the efficiency of electroporation,
it is important to consider as many biological and physical aspects as possible
and it is a necessity that a variety of electric pulse parameters be tested.
Thus a comprehensive model which can predict electropermeabilization as a
result of any form of applied electric field and other important electroporation
parameters is necessary. None of the existing theoretical modelling studies
present simulations of dynamic electroporation modelling as a cell response to
bipolar electric field wave-shapes. Developing such a model is the aim of this
thesis.
In this thesis two numerical models are developed. These models consider
electroporation as a dynamic process and include the non-linear dynamic ef-
fects of membrane electropermeabilization. The first model assumes all pores
are identical and small (0.76 nm radius) and is capable of simulating trans-
membrane potential and pore density temporally and spatially, given any form
of applied electric field and other important electroporation system parameters
such as external medium, membrane, and cytoplasm complex dielectric prop-
erties. The piece-wise step response model presented here is used to simulate
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cell response to several different applied electric field wave-shape pulses.
Additional results from the first model demonstrate how the efficiency of
electroporation related applications can be significantly improved by appropri-
ately adjusting the parameters of the applied electric field and the extracellular
conductivity. Emphasis is given on the normalization of the degree of electro-
poration (in terms of pore density) for two cell radii (7.5 µm and 15 µm).
Although, these results gave a fair indication of the extent of electropora-
tion in terms of pore density, the approximation that all pores have the same
size, and do not change with time, may not be appropriate. There is a need
to model electroporation so as to reflect the growth or shrinkage of pores with
time, as well as efficiently handle arbitrary waveshapes of electric fields. The
additional information about pore radius evolution gives a more realistic pic-
ture of the extent of electroporation, especially if one is to model for longer
time (longer than 1 µs) or if an application necessarily required existence of
larger pores (radius lager than 1 nm) rather than just the total pore area.
Pore radius and pore numbers affect the transmembrane potential, which in
turn affects pore density and pore radius. Literature includes information on
spatial and temporal aspects of pore radius evolution. However, the electric
fields used in these models were limited to unipolar DC pulses and details of
temporal and spatial evolution of transmembrane potential and pore radius
have not been reported.
The second model developed in this thesis simulates spatial and temporal
aspects of pore radius as an effect of any given form of applied electric field
(including unipolar or bipolar), and other important electroporation system
parameters. The transmembrane potential and pore radii as function of time
and angular position about the cell membrane are presented. The results show
that pore radii tend to be more normalized when an AC (bipolar) field is used
when compared to a DC (unipolar) field (pore radii ranging from 1 nm to
8 nm for DC protocol compared with 1 nm to 3.4 nm for AC protocol when
the pulse amplitude used in both cases is such as to give a similar fractional
pore area at the end of 2 µs).
Additional simulation results from this model are used to compare the
extent of electroporation in response to sinusoidal AC (bipolar) electric field
pulses of two different frequencies in a range of extracellular conductivity for
two different cell radii (7.5 µm and 15 µm). It is observed that a higher fre-
quency (1 MHz) bipolar sinusoidal applied electric field pulse reduces the relat-
vive difference in fractional pore area for the two cell sizes compared to a lower
frequency (100 kHz) pulse. Nevertheless for the high frequency, a significantly
higher amplitude is required to create the same level of average fractional pore
area. Asymmetry of fractional pore area between the two hemispheres of the
cell is observed for both field protocols.
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Glossary
Terminology
Cancerous tumour an abnormal growth
Cell membrane the semi-permeable phospho-lipid bilayer that
surrounds the constituents of all cells
Cytoplasm all constituents of a cell excluding the cell mem-
brane and the genetic material
Cell tissue structurally connecting cells
Dynamic model model incorporating effects of pore formation on
the cell parameters
Electrochemotherapy treatment of disease by chemical agents in con-
junction with electropermeabilization
Electroporation (Elec-
tropermeabilization)
process where high amplitude electric field pulses
are used to alter the permeability of cell mem-
brane by pore formation
Electrogenetransfection application of electroporation for transfer of DNA
into cells to affect some form of gene therapy
Electrofusion membrane fusion in close-contact adjacent cells
achieved by applying electric field pulses
Electroinsertion application of electroporation for insertion of mo-
lecules into the cell membrane
Hybridoma a hybrid cell produced by the fusion of an anti-
body with a tumour cell
in vitro experiments performed on biological cells in an
isolated solution of growing cells
in vivo experiments performed on whole biological sys-
tems
Lysis death of a cell by breaking of the cellular mem-
brane
ix
x Glossary
Membrane permeabil-
ity
transparency of membranes to material transport
Transdermal drug de-
livery
application of high-voltage pulses to the skin to
induce ionic and molecular transport across the
skin
Abbreviations
BLM bilayer lipid membrane
ECT electrochemotherapy
EF electrofusion
EI electroinsertion
EGT electrogenetransfection
FPA fractional pore area
ODE ordinary differential equation
PDE partial differential equation
SE Smoluchowski equation
TDD transdermal drug delivery
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Mathematical notations
Symbol (Unit) Description
a (µm) cell radius
ap (Fm
−2) constant for calculating energy drop across mem-
brane in Chapter 2
A (m2) cell surface area
Ap (m
2) total area occupied by the pores at any given time
b pore creation constant
Cm (Fm
−2) specific membrane capacitance
Df (m
−2s−1) diffusion coefficient for pore radius
E(t) (Vm−1) time-varying electric field
εin (Fm
−1) intracellular permittivity
εm (Fm
−1) membrane permittivity
εex (Fm
−1) extracellular permittivity
ε¯ (Fm−1) complex permittivity
F (Cmol−1) Faraday’s constant
Fmax (NV
−2) max electric force for Vm = 1 V
Fp (NV
−2) electric force acting on the pore
gm (Sm
−2) specific membrane conductance
gp (Sm
−2) specific conductance due to electroporation
h (nm) membrane thickness
ilge (A) current through the electropores larger than 1 nm
isml (A) diffusion current through a single small electropore
Jion (Am
−2) ionic current density
Jsml (Am
−2) current density through small pores
Jlge (Am
−2) total current density through large electropores
Jm (Am
−2) total current density at the cell membrane
n relative entrance length of pores
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xiv Mathematical notations
N (m−2) pore density
No (m
−2) equilibrium pore density when Vm = 0 mV
Φin (V) internal potential
Φex (V) external potential
Q number of large pores
rq (m) radius of the q
th pore
Rp (Ω) pore resistance
Rin (Ω) series input resistance
R (JK−1mol−1) universal gas constant
rd (nm) radius at global maximum
rh (m) constant used in calculating electric force
rm (nm) minimum energy radius at Vm=0
r∗ (nm) minimum radius of hydrophilic pores
rt (m) constant used in calculating electric force
σin (Sm
−1) intracellular conductivity
σm (Sm
−1) membrane conductivity
σpm (Sm
−1) conductivity of electroporated membrane
σex (Sm
−1) extracellular conductivity
σps (Sm
−1) conductivity of aqueous solution in pores
ψ (m−2s−1) creation rate coefficient
θ (radian) polar angle
τmw (s) the membrane relaxation time constant
T (K) absolute temperature
Vep (mV) characteristic voltage of electroporation
Vm (V) transmembrane potential
vm (V) nondimensional transmembrane potential
Vrest (mV) membrane rest potential
wd (kT) energy at global maximun
wed (Jm
−1) edge energy
wm (kT) energy at local maximun
w∗ (kT) energy at local maximun
wo (constant) energy barrier within pore
wst (J) steric repulsion energy
wstc (J
1/4m) steric repulsion energy constant
ξ0 (Jm
−2) tension of the bilayer without pores
xv
ξ′ (Jm−2) tension of hydrocarbon-water interface

Preface
Electroporation is an application in biotechnology and is used in a number of
medical treatments, however, the process of electroporation is still not com-
pletely understood. The development of theoretical models of electroporation
has lagged behind experimental research.This thesis is a comprehensive report
of the work I have completed in theoretical dynamic modelling of electropor-
taion. The aim of the research presented here is to develop numerical models
that allow the simulations of dynamic electroporation of a single spherical cell
when exposed to bipolar electric field wave-shapes.
The thesis proceeds as follows: Chapter 1 provides a brief background to
cell biology necessary for understanding of what follows in the thesis. This
leads into a brief explanations of applications of electroporation.
Electroporation/Electropermeabilization is the use of high magnitude elec-
tric field pulses to alter the permeability of a cell membrane. This change in
permeability is achieved by using an electric field pulse to induce microscopic
‘pores’ in the cell membrane. These pores are commonly called ‘electropores,’
which is why the process is commonly referred to as electroporation. Chapter 2
lays the foundations for electroporation modelling. Terms, concepts and math-
ematical formulae relevant to electroporation are reviewed.
Chapter 3 presents the first part of the research. A novel method of mod-
elling electroporation that simulates cell response to applied arbitrary electric
field wave-shape pulses is developed. Results of transmembrane potential sim-
ulations to 100 kHz and 1 MHz bipolar sinusoidal field pulse at four different
amplitudes (below the threshhold for electroporation) are presented to con-
firm the model. Simulations of cell response to a unipolar square field, bipolar
square field, bipolar sinusoidal field, bipolar rectangular field (rectangular pulse
train), and a bipolar triangular field are presented.
Chapter 4 presents additional simulation results using the model developed
in Chapter 3. These results concentrate on how the efficiency of electroporation
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related applications can be significantly improved by appropriately adjusting
the parameters of the applied electric field and the extracellular conductivity.
Emphasis is given on the normalization of the degree of electroporation for a
range of cell radii.
Chapter 5 presents the second numerical model for electroporation. This
model simulates spatial and temporal aspects of pore radius as an effect of any
given form of applied electric field (including unipolar or bipolar), and other
important electroporation system parameters of single spherical cell electropor-
ation. Results of transmembrane potential simulations to 100 kHz and 1 MHz
bipolar sinusoidal field pulse at two different amplitudes (below the threshhold
for electroporation) are presented to confirm the model. The transmembrane
potential and pore radius at various polar angular positions about the cell
membrane and as a function of time are presented.
Additional simulation results from this model are used to compare the
extent of electroporation in response to sinusoidal AC (bipolar) electric field
pulses of two different frequencies in a range of extracellular conductivity for
two different cell radii.
At the onset of this thesis in 2003, electroporation modelling was planned to
be investigated to be able to simulate dynamic electroporation results (trans-
membrane potential and pore density) as a function of variety of applied elec-
tric field waveforms including bipolar electric fields, on a single spherical cell.
The effect of frequency of the bipolar electric field and extracellular conductiv-
ity was to be tested, with an intention to suggest ways to get high electropora-
tion efficiency. This has been achieved in Chapter 3 and 4. It was then thought
necessary that in order to allow entry of large size molecules (like DNA) into
electroporated cells, a model should simulate pore radii evolution spatially and
temporally as a function of any given form of applied electric field (including
unipolar or bipolar fields). This has been achieved in Chapter 5.
The thesis as a whole is concluded in Chapter 6. The main results are
briefly summarized and future work is proposed.
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Chapter 1
Biology Background
This chapter gives a brief overview of basic biological terminology and theory
needed for understanding this thesis. The interested reader can find further
information in the text by Curtis and Barnes (1983). The chapter concludes
with an introduction for the biological phenomenon of electroporation. The
theoretical electromagnetic description of electroporation is fundamental to
this thesis, and an in-depth development is saved for a separate chapter namely
Chapter 2.
1.1 The Cell
Most of the content of this thesis deals with electromagnetic characteristics of
biological cells and the effect of electric field on them. One of the fundamental
statements of biology (Curtis and Barnes, 1983) is that all living organisms
are composed of cells. The cell is thermodynamically an open system that
is in constant exchange with its environment. Each cell is self contained and
self maintaining: it is able to take in nutrients and convert the nutrients into
something else that may be helpful in multiplication, expansion, power, or
defence.
Each cell is made of a set of common components. A particular type of
cell is determined by the details and combinations of these components. The
common component of every cell is the cell membrane and the genetic material.
The cell membrane is a physical barrier which separates the cell interior and
its environment, regulates what moves in and out, and maintains the electric
potential between the cell exterior and cell interior.
1
2 Biology Background
The organisation of the genetic material of the cell determines two differ-
ent types of cell: the prokaryotic and the eukaryotic cell. Prokaryotic cells
are usually singletons, the primary example being bacteria. In contrast euka-
ryotic cells are usually found in multicellular organisms like plants and anim-
als. Prokaryotes (meaning before nucleus) concentrate most of their genetic
material to a loosely defined region called the nucleoid near the cell centre. Eu-
karyotes (meaning true nucleus) separate most of their genetic material into a
well defined region, called the nucleus, surrounded by a double membrane sack
known as the nuclear envelope. In addition to a cell membrane, prokaryotic
cells also have a cell wall which is produced by the cell and resides on the outer
surface of the cell membrane. Some eukaryotic cells also produce cell walls,
but these are quite different to those of the prokaryotic cell. Animal cells do
not have cell walls.
All other components of a cell are inside the cell, and are known as the
cytoplasm. The cytoplasm contains all the molecules required for existence,
in addition to well defined regions of function such as the organelles (meaning
little organs).
1.1.1 The cell membrane
Biological membranes are the most common cellular structures in animals and
plants. Membranes are involved in a number of cellular functions, and are
complex and varied. A membrane is made mostly from a double layer of
lipids (hydrophobic fatty acid chain molecules) and hydrophilic phosphorus
molecules. Hence, the membrane is called a phospholipid bilayer. Lipids are
water soluble, oily (greasy) organic substances, and are the most important
storage forms of chemical energy in the body. A major component of the
cell membrane are polar lipids. The cell membrane also is the basis for the
capacitive nature of cells and tissues.
As seen in Figure 1.1, the phospho-heads cover the two surfaces of the
bilayer and the fatty acid tails constitute the interior of the bilayer (Israelachvili,
1992). In Figure 1.2 the membrane embedded proteins, and sodium ionic
channels are shown. The proteins are mostly involved with selective molecule
transport across the membrane. Sodium ionic channels are involved in the
electrogenic pump action explained below. Membranes commonly contain a
number of proteins, a number of phospholipids and glycolipids with various
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Figure 1.1: Bilayer lipid membrane (Adapted from (Israelachvili, 1992)).
headgroups, number of chains and chain lengths. In spite of the various com-
plexities, membranes can be generalized to have the significant property that
they exist as thin bilayer membranes. As the biological lipids tend to self-
assemble, these structures are not fixed and are part of a very dynamic system.
A bilayer lipid membrane (BLM) has a very low electric conductivity and
is thus closed for ion transport. The membrane thickness is about 5 nm, thus
the membrane capacitance is very high, and the breakdown potential is low.
Membranes change their lipid composition in response to external stimuli.
Under stress, a membrane may form a pore of a non-bilayer structure. More
information on the membrane can be found in the book on intermolecular and
surface forces by Israelachvili (1992).
1.1.2 Ion pumps
Ion pumps are sodium or potassium pumps that are embedded in the cell mem-
brane. Each pump translocates a greater electric charge (three Na+ ions per
cycle) in one direction than in the other (two K+ ions per cycle)(Grimnes and
Martinsen, 2000). Many such pumps operate in parallel in the cell membrane,
thus together they are capable of generating an electrical potential difference
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Figure 1.2: Bilayer lipid membrane with embedded proteins and sodium chan-
nels.
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Figure 1.3: Rest potential: Intra and extra cellular potential of a cell under
normal conditions.
of up to −90 to −40 mV across the membrane, the interior being at negative
potential with respect to the extracellular liquid. As shown in Figure 1.3, for
excitable cells (muscle and nerve cell) this potential is about −70 mV, for non-
excitable cells only −10 to −20 mV (Grimnes and Martinsen, 2000). Excitable
cells are those that can be stimulated to create a tiny electric current.
1.1.3 Tissue
When cells of a particular type are grouped together, they are known as cell
tissue. For example, humans have skin, bone and lung tissue. The cells are of
various sizes that perform different functions. Organization of tissue involves
an extraordinary level of complexity.
1.2 DNA and Genetics
In section 1.1 it was described how all cells have some sort of genetic material.
This genetic material is responsible for the biological information contained in
an organism. Two different kinds of genetic material exist: deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA). Most organisms use DNA for their
long-term information storage, but notable exceptions are some viruses that
have RNA as their genetic material. In simple terms, DNA is an exceptionally
long molecule that is a sequence of coded information. It is therefore genes or
combinations of genes that characterize the biological make up of an organism.
Genes determine the colour of eyes, the size of limbs and susceptibility to many
ailments. When cells divide, all of the DNA in the parent cell is replicated to
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both of the daughter cells. As in any other process, errors can happen during
replication. Inherent cell replication systems correct and remove such errors,
however any uncorrected errors may lead to changes in genes. The result may
be a mutation in some physical characteristic (Curtis and Barnes, 1983). Most
mutations are small and of little or no consequence. Typically it is when there
is a change in the environment that mutations have an effect and they are
then selected for or against by natural selection. Large mutations are rare
and tend to be harmful. Many external conditions like chemical radiation can
cause specific mutations that disrupt cell growth, lead to abnormal effects and
even kill cells. Changes in genes can also be induced by some viruses. Due to
advances in technology it is possible to include specific genetic material into
cells and grow them to express that DNA. This is known as transfection. If the
genetic transformation is maintained and carried on in their further progeny,
the organism is called transgenic.
1.3 Electroporation
It is possible to break a hole in a cell membrane by applying a sufficiently strong
electric field pulse. This is known as electroporation. Chapter 2 discusses this
in detail. Polarization is one of the basic mechanisms of interactions of mem-
branes with electric fields, leading to electroporation and related phenomenons
of dielectrophoresis and electrofusion.
1.3.1 Polarization of membranes
Polarization of membranes underlies their destabilization. Polarization is due
to restricted motion of charges: electric fields exert forces on charges. These
charges can either move if they are free (material is conductive) or accumulate
if they are limited in their movement. This charge redistribution in a particular
limited space leads to polarization. Figure 1.4 shows polarization of a single
cell due to restriction by the cell membrane to the motion of ions.
1.3.2 Electric field interaction with polarized membranes
The interaction of external electric field with the polarized membranes results
in forces which can induce motions inside particles. This motion can result in
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Figure 1.4: Spherical particle in electric field
structural rearrangement or fracture in the material. This can subsequently
lead to electroporation and related phenomenon in case of cell membranes (Di-
mitrov, 1995). Membranes have low polarizability (relative dielectric constant
about 5) and low conductivity (3×10−7 S/m) (Kotnik et al., 1998). The cell is
generally surrounded by a medium of high dielectric constant (about 80) and
a high conductivity (about 1.2 S/m). Application of external fields leads to
accumulation of charge at the membrane surface; this creates an electric field
inside the membrane that is much stronger than the surrounding field. The
polarized membrane interacts with this field, resulting in structural rearrange-
ments which can cause membrane poration.
1.3.3 Applications of electroporation
There are many applications of electroporation/electropermeabilization (EP)
in biotechnology, biochemistry, molecular biology, medicine and other biolo-
gical research. Some of the applications are as follows:
1. Electrochemotherapy (ECT): In cancer chemotherapy, some drugs do
not exhibit anti-tumour effects because of insufficient transport through
the cell membrane (Miklavcˆicˆ and Kotnik, 2004). A combined use of
chemotherapeutic drugs and application of electric pulses is known as
electrochemotherapy and is useful for local tumour control. Especially,
bleomycin has been reported to have shown a 700-fold increased cytotox-
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icity when used in ECT (Cemazˆar et al., 1998; Sersˆa, 2000). This helps
to achieve a substantial anti-tumour effect with a small amount of drug,
that limits its side effects (Sersˆa et al., 1993). Bleomycin and cisplatin
have proven to be much more effective in electrochemotherapy than in
standard chemotherapy when applied to tumour cell lines in vitro, as
well as in vivo on tumours in mice (Mir et al., 1991, 1995; Sersˆa et al.,
1995). Clinical trials have been carried out with encouraging results
(Glass et al., 1996; Sersˆa et al., 2000; Gothelf et al., 2003; Kranjc et al.,
2005; Tozon et al., 2005; Snoj et al., 2005).
2. Electrogenetransfection (EGT): Application of electroporation for trans-
fer of DNA into cells to effect some form of gene therapy, often referred to
as electrogenetransfection, is currently being applied in some pre-clinical
trials (Mir, 2000). It is presently considered to have large potential as a
non-viral method to deliver genetic material into cells, the process aimed
at correcting genetic diseases (Budak-Alpdogan et al., 2005; Bertino,
2008).
3. Electrofusion (EF): Under appropriate physical conditions, delivery of
electric pulses can lead to membrane fusion in close-contact adjacent
cells. EF results in the encapsulation of both original cells’ intracellular
material within a single enclosed membrane and can be used to pro-
duce genetic hybrids or hybridomas (Zimmermann, 1982). Hybridomas
are hybrid cells produced by the fusion of an antibody secreting stim-
ulated B-lymphocytes, with a tumour cell that grows well in culture.
The hybridoma is then able to continue to grow in culture, and a large
amount of specific desired antibodies can be recovered after processing.
Electrofusion has proved to be a successful approach in the production
of vaccines (Scott-Taylor et al., 2000; Orentas et al., 2001), antibodies
(Schmidt et al., 2001), and reconstructed embryos in mammalian cloning
(Gaynor et al., 2005).
4. Transdermal drug delivery (TDD): Application of high-voltage pulses to
the skin allows a large increase in induced ionic and molecular transport
across the skin barrier (Prausnitz et al., 1993). This has been applied for
transdermal delivery of drugs, such as metoprolol (Vanbever et al., 1994),
and also works for larger molecules, for example, DNA oligonucleotides
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(Vanbever et al., 1994).
5. Electroinsertion (EI): Another application of electroporation is insertion
of molecules into the cell membrane. As the electric field induced mem-
brane pores reseal, they entrap some of the transported molecules. Ex-
periments on electroinsertion suggest the possibility of using the process
to study certain physiological properties of these cells and understand-
ing aspects of the lipid-protein interactions of the cell plasma membrane
(Mouneimne et al., 1992).

Chapter 2
Review of Electroporation
Electroporation also called Electropermeabilization, is the use of high mag-
nitude electric field pulses to alter the permeability of a cell membrane. This
change in permeability is achieved by using an electric field pulse to induce
microscopic ‘pores’ in the cell membrane. These pores are commonly called
‘electropores,’ which is why the process is commonly referred to as electropor-
ation.
Many biotechnological applications and research require transport of mac-
romolecules such as genes, antibodies, and chemical drugs, into a host cell.
For any particular application, choosing a given transfer process is based on
its efficacy, ease of use and side effects. A characteristic shared by most of
the chemical and biological techniques is that they are usually cell-type de-
pendent and have relatively poor efficiencies. Therefore, methods which are
both versatile and efficient are being searched for and investigated. Electro-
poration, first reported in 1982 (Neumann et al., 1982), is one of the methods
reported to be effective for such delivery. Since its inception, this method has
been a valuable tool for in vitro delivery of small and large molecules into a
large variety of cells. During this time, electroporation has been performed on
living plants, animals, and humans (in vivo electroporation), with an increas-
ing focus on therapeutic uses (Dev et al., 2000; Smith and Nordstrom, 2000;
Muramatsu et al., 1998).
This chapter covers important aspects of electroporation including induced
transmembrane potential, formation of pores, relation between pore radii and
pore energy, pore density and current through electropores.
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2.1 Overview of Electroporation
The phenomenon of the electric modification of cell membrane conductivity
has been known since the 1940s (Cole, 1972). Sale and Hamilton (1967, 1968)
observed that treatment of cells with intense electric field pulses led to cell lysis,
and suggested that the cell membranes were damaged by the transmembrane
potential induced by the applied electric field.
The transmembrane potential Vm was estimated from the equation, often
referred to as the (steady-state) Schwan’s equation (Schwan, 1957),
Vm =
3
2
Ea cos θ, (2.1)
where E is the applied external electric field, a is the radius of the cell, and θ is
the angle between the direction of the field and the normal to the cell surface.
The critical transmembrane potential built up for electroporation to occur was
found to be about ±1 V. The phenomenon was called ‘electric breakdown’ by
Sale and Hamilton (1968).
It soon became apparent that a field-induced permeability increase is tran-
sient in nature although long-lived compared with the field duration. The term
‘electropermeabilization’ was used to explain the occurrence of permeability
changes introduced by electrical impulses in vesicular membranes (Neumann
and Rosenheck, 1972). It was later shown by Rosenheck et al. (1975) that
the electric field induced change was transient. The resistance changes in the
membrane were attributed to dielectric breakdown (Zimmermann et al., 1973).
Subsequent studies showed that the cell membranes of pulse treated cells
were permeable to molecules of a size smaller than a certain limit, suggesting
the creation of a porous membrane structure (Neumann and Rosenheck, 1972;
Zimmermann et al., 1973; Kinosita and Tsong, 1977b). The term electropora-
tion was born as a result of the observation that dielectric breakdown of the
cell membrane appeared to generate ‘holes’ or ‘pores’ that material could pass
through (Hofmann and Evans, 1986). It was also found that under appropriate
conditions, the cells could recover, which implied that these electropores were
resealable and could be induced without permanent damage to the cell (Zi-
mmermann et al., 1980), and the cytoplasmic macromolecular contents could
be retained (Kinosita and Tsong, 1977a,b). Since then, a number of research
groups have studied mechanisms of pore formation and detailed character-
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istics of the cell membranes modified by electric fields (Abidor et al., 1979;
Chernomordik et al., 1983; Glaser et al., 1988; Schwister and Deuticke, 1985)
However, the pores themselves were not observed until the invention of
rapid freezing electron microscopy in the 1990s. Chang and Reese (1990)
were the first to observe them. Other aspects of electroporation, for example,
vizualization of transmembrane potential and its evolution in space and time,
resealing of pores and asymmetry in permeability of porated cells (sea urchin
egg and liposomes) with the help of an optical microscope, were also reported
(Kinosita et al., 1992; Hibino et al., 1993). These microscopes have a time
resolution of sub-microseconds suitable for studying electroporation.
2.1.1 Important aspects of electroporation
During the formative years of modern micro- and molecular biology, chemical
and biological techniques were developed to transfer selected material through
cellular membranes (Ausubel et al., 1990). The ability to perform transmem-
brane transport of material is critical to many areas of research. Much of this
research requires transport of macromolecules such as DNA, RNA, antibodies,
chemical drugs, metabolites, molecular probes and various vesicles.
Research that is closely associated with electroporation, and has attracted
more study among cell biologists and biophysicists, is that high voltage elec-
tric pulses can induce fusion of cells. The viable giant cells were first obtained
by Neumann et al. (1980) by simple electro-pulsing of a suspension of cells.
Later, it was suggested to make use of the phenomenon of dielectrophoresis
(Pohl, 1978), to acquire close contact between cells (Scheurich and Zimmer-
mann, 1981). Dielectrophoresis is the movement of relatively nonconducting
or charged particles (cells) in a non-uniform AC electric field (Pohl, 1978). If a
number of particles are present, appropriate particle size, density of particles,
electric field magnitude and frequency can induce cells to aggregate in long
chains (pearl chain) in an alternating electric field (Zimmermann, 1982).
In 1982, transfection of a foreign gene into eukaryotic cells by the electro-
poration method was reported (Neumann et al., 1982). Transfection involves
opening transient pores in the cell plasma membrane, to allow the uptake of
genetic material or even proteins such as antibodies. It was also reported that
the transfected gene was expressed in the host cells (Neumann et al., 1982).
Since then, electroporation has become accepted as an effective technique for
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introduction of foreign DNA into cells of any origin (Potter, 1988; Neumann
et al., 1989). The ease of the electroporation technique and its applicabil-
ity to a variety of cells has led to investigations of DNA electrotransfer into
various tissues. The utility of in vivo electroporation for entry of molecules
has been demonstrated through an increasing number of new applications that
have been developed each year (Jaroszeski et al., 2000; Saulis and Sˆatkauskas,
2004b).
Experiments in 1989 on frog skin showed that electroporation could be
made to occur repeatedly in a tissue without evident damage (Powell et al.,
1989). Further research has shown that the electroporation of the skin could
be used to enhance transdermal drug delivery (Prausnitz et al., 1993, 1994).
In 1989 it was reported that upon application of electric fields pulses on a
suspension of cells in the presence of a selected membrane protein, implantation
of the protein in the cell’s plasma membrane was possible (Mouneimne et al.,
1989). This phenomenon is called electroinsertion. Later, electroporation of
excitable membranes was observed (O’Neil and Tung, 1991). Electrically in-
duced membrane breakdown of isolated cardiac cells was reported. Chen and
Lee (1994) reported the asymmetrical electropermeabilization of frog skeletal
muscle fibres with respect to the stimulation pulse polarity.
A method of electroporation has been applied in vivo to introduce antican-
cer drugs to tumorous tissue in order to obtain therapeutic effects (Mir et al.,
1991). The main factors that play a crucial role in obtaining high responses of
the treatment are the drug used in the treatment and the appropriate electric
pulses delivered to the tumour. This phenomenon is called electrochemother-
apy.
Electroporation has been investigated and refined to an extent that, for
most applications, it is simpler and more efficient than rival chemical and bio-
logical processes (Chang et al., 1992a; Neumann et al., 1989). However, the
mechanisms of electroporation are still not fully understood and there are as-
pects of the process which are, as yet, suboptimal in their possible performance.
Optimization of the parameters of electric pulses for any specific application
is still needed (Jaroszeski et al., 2000; Saulis and Sˆatkauskas, 2004b)
The scope of this thesis is to address some of these problems in an attempt
to increase understanding and efficiency through optimization of parameters
for electroporation.
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2.2 Response of Cell to Electrical Field
From the electrical point of view, the cell can be described as an electrolyte (the
cytoplasm) surrounded by an electrically insulating cover (the cell membrane).
Under physiological conditions, extracellular space is also an electrolyte. As a
simple approximation, one may treat the membrane as non-conducting (purely
dielectric), and the intracellular and the extracellular space as purely conduct-
ive (having zero dielectric permittivity).
2.2.1 Membrane rest potential
Under physiological conditions, a potential in the range of −90 mV up to
−40 mV (most commonly −70 mV) is always present on the cell membrane
(Cole, 1972). This potential is caused by a tiny deficit of positive ions in the
cytoplasm leading to a charge imbalance that is a consequence of the trans-
port of specific ions (Na+ and K+) across the membrane. This transport is
driven towards the electrical and ion concentration equilibrium. Once this
equilibrium is reached, the electrical slope across the membrane determines
the resting transmembrane potential. This is the normal physiological condi-
tion of any healthy cell. The unbalanced ions responsible for the membrane
rest potential represent a very small fraction of all the ions in the cytoplasm,
so that the osmotic pressure difference (hydrostatic pressure produced by a
difference in concentration between solutions on the two sides of a semiper-
meable membrane) generated by this imbalance is negligible. The membrane
also acts as a charged capacitor, with the unbalanced ions accumulating close
to its surface, so that the cytoplasm can in general be viewed as electrically
neutral.
2.2.2 Induced transmembrane potential
When a biological cell is exposed to an electric field, a local distortion of the
field in the cell and its vicinity takes place. Due to the low membrane con-
ductivity, the field is concentrated in the cell membrane, where it is several
orders of magnitude larger than in the cytoplasm and the extracellular region.
This results in an induced transmembrane potential Vm, that is stochastic.
This transmembrane potential superimposes to the membrane rest potential
(Kotnik, 2003). When an isolated spherical cell is exposed to a DC homogen-
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eous electric field, the voltage induced on the cell membrane is determined by
solving Laplace’s equation. For the first approximation, the cell membrane
can also be treated as initially nonconductive. Under these assumptions, the
transmembrane potential is given by the Schwan’s Equation, see Equation 2.1
(Schwan, 1957). Schwan’s equation implies that the transmembrane potential
varies proportionally to the cosine of the angle and the maximum potential
is induced at the points where the electric field is perpendicular to the mem-
brane, namely at θ = 0◦ and θ = 180◦, the points referred to as the ‘poles’ of
the cell. The formula describes the static situation, and can safely be applied
to yield the steady-state value of the induced transmembrane potential.
2.2.3 Effect of membrane rest potential on induced trans-
membrane potential
Recall that the transmembrane potential superimposes to the membrane rest
potential. If an applied electric field produces a transmembrane potential of
the same orientation of the inherent rest potential, then they add. Conversely,
if the applied electric field produces a transmembrane potential in the opposite
orientation of the inherent rest potential, then they subtract. Thus one pole is
likely to experience a transmembrane potential about 140 mV (assuming a rest
potential of −70 mV) lower than the other pole, and can result in asymmetry
in breakdown around the cell.
2.3 Formation of Pores
Equation 2.1 for the transmembrane potential is valid only until pores are
formed. Once enough pores are formed, the membrane conductivity changes
and Schwan’s equation is not valid any more. This phenomenon of electropor-
ation has often been referred to as ‘electrical breakdown’ or electropermeabil-
ization.
A few well observed and documented characteristics of the cell membrane
electroporation can be summarised as follows:
1. The transmembrane potential must exceed a certain threshold value
Vm(cr) for electroporation to occur (Hibino et al., 1991; Kinosita et al.,
1992).
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2. It is thought, most probably, that it is the lipid part of the biological
membrane which is transiently permeabilized by an electroporation pulse
(Chernomordik et al., 1987).
3. Electropermeabilization of cells can be asymmetrical: pore populations
in two hemispheres may differ in the size and (or) number of pores (Kin-
osita et al., 1992).
4. The change of the membrane permeability caused by the pore formation
can be fully reversed. When the pulse parameters, number of pulses and
the medium properties are properly chosen, electropores have a finite
lifetime (Swezey and Epel, 1989; Kinosita and Tsong, 1977a,b; Saulis
and Sˆatkauskas, 1977; Saulis et al., 1991).
5. The increased permeability can be sufficient enough to allow ions and
small molecules as well as macromolecules to enter or leave the cell (Kin-
osita and Tsong, 1977b; Liang et al., 1988; Graziadei et al., 1991; Sheng
et al., 1995; Swezey and Epel, 1989; Yumura et al., 1995).
6. The uptake through pores is greater in a solution of low ionic strength
(Kinosita and Tsong, 1977a; Rols and Teissie´, 1989; Teissie´ and Tsong,
1981).
7. Permeability is bidirectional, that is, intracellular compounds (e.g., ions,
glycine, ATP, proteins) can leak from electroporated cells (Moser et al.,
1995; Neumann and Rosenheck, 1972; Schwister and Deuticke, 1985),
while foreign substances can enter the cell (Kinosita and Tsong, 1977a,b;
Swezey and Epel, 1989; Zimmermann et al., 1980).
8. Phospholipids in the membrane exhibit major structural changes under
electroporation conditions (Neumann et al., 1992). There appears to be
a rapid transition (within 1 µs) from hydrophobic to hydrophilic pores.
This dependence of pore number, size, and evolution characteristics are re-
searched theoretically in this thesis with results reported in detail in Chapters 3
to 5. In early years a basic concept of the transient aqueous pore hypothesis
was that they are membrane ‘defects’ or ‘membrane perforations’ (Neumann,
1989), that are created with rapidly increasing rate as transmembrane poten-
tial Vm is increased. If the magnitude of Vm increases from zero due to the
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Figure 2.1: Types of electropores: (a) Hydrophobic (nonconduting pore),
(b) Hydrophilic pore (conducting pore).
applied external electric field, then the additional membrane energy associated
with Vm leads to increased pore creation probability. The rate of pore creation
increases nonlinearly with larger Vm. A pore population described by a pore
density function quickly increases with respect to increasing Vm, and gives the
cell membrane rapidly changing electrical conductance thus reducing the rate
at which pores can be created.
2.3.1 Types of pores and their characteristics
Based on the observation by Chang and Reese (1990) where a rapid freezing
electron microscopy was used to show volcano-shaped pores in erythrocyte
membranes exposed to an intense electric pulse (Weaver and Barnett., 1992;
Kakorin et al., 1996), it is currently thought that initial electroporation in-
volves the rearrangement of clusters of lipids’ pore structures (Tekle et al.,
2001; Saulis and Sˆatkauskas, 2004a) with minimum pore size in the order of
a few nanometres. This is in agreement with the results obtained from other
pore models. These pore models take into consideration energy changes in the
bilayer membrane due to pore formation.
The pores are assumed to be hydrophobic or hydrophilic. The hydrophobic
pores, as shown in Figure 2.1a (Abidor et al., 1979; Neu and Krassowska, 1999;
Glaser et al., 1988), are simply gaps in the lipid bilayer of the membrane,
formed as a result of thermal fluctuations. The primary pores that participate
in electrical behaviour and molecular transport are thought to be hydrophilic
pores, with a minimum radius of about 1 nm, and a reasonable probability of
various pore sizes much larger (Weaver, 1993). The ‘hydrophilic’ or ‘inverted
pores,’ as shown in Figure 2.1b, have their walls lined with the water-attracting
heads of lipid molecules. Hence, the hydrophilic pores allow the passage of
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water-soluble substances, such as ions, while the hydrophobic pores do not.
In the remainder of this thesis, the hydrophilic pores will be referred to as
conducting, and the hydrophobic pores, as nonconducting. Similar notation is
used in the literature (Abidor et al., 1979; Neu and Krassowska, 1999; Glaser
et al., 1988; Weaver and Chizmadzhev, 1996).
2.3.2 Relation between pore radius and pore energy
Research has established that pore radius and pore energy are related (Abidor
et al., 1979; Glaser et al., 1988; Weaver and Chizmadzhev, 1996; Neu and
Krassowska, 1999) as shown in Figure 2.2.
Energy of a pore:
The energy function consists of two parts, u(r) for the energy of non-conducting
pores and wc(r) the energy of conducting pores as shown in Figure 2.2a. The
energy w(r) of a pore of radius r is the lesser of u(r) and wc(r) (see Figure 2.2b)
(Neu and Krassowska, 1999). This is the pore energy in absence of an applied
external Vm. The pore energy w(r) has two maxima, at r∗ and rd, and a local
minimum at rm. The pore energies at r∗, rm, and rd are denoted by w∗=
w(r∗), wm= w(rm), and wd= w(rd). This plot in Figure 2.2 is calculated using
the values of parameters in Table 2.1 and the form of w(r) given by Neu and
Krassowska (1999).
Energy of the nonconducting pores:
The energy u(r) of the nonconducting pores is given in the literature in terms
of Bessel functions, and is well approximated by the quadratic function (Neu
and Krassowska, 1999),
u(r) = w∗
(
r
r∗
)2
. (2.2)
Energy of the conducting pores:
The energy wc(r) of conducting pores is given by (Neu and Krassowska, 1999)
wc(r) = 2piwedr − piξ0r2 +
(wstc
r
)4
. (2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Pore-energy function at zero transmembrane potential: (a) The
pore-energy function of a non-conducting (dotted line) and conducting (solid
line) pore. Adapted from (Abidor et al., 1979; Glaser et al., 1988; Weaver
and Chizmadzhev, 1996; Neu and Krassowska, 1999). (b) Lesser energy of the
conducting and non-conducting pore. Pore-energy function is enlarged for a
shorter range of radius.
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The theory of electroporation of the cell membrane is similar to the theory of
soap film rupture. If one imagines a membrane with surface tension ξ0 and
then cuts a hole of radius r, the energy change in the system due to the hole is
given by the first two terms in Equation 2.3. The lipid head groups are assumed
to line the pore interior, thus the pores are conducting. The appearance of
a circular pore in a membrane with surface tension ξ0 is balanced by the
presence of two competing energy terms: increase in energy barrier by a linear
edge component proportional to pore edge of length 2pir (Weaver and Powell,
1989; Glaser et al., 1988; Abidor et al., 1979) (first term Equation 2.3) and
reduction in energy barrier proportional to removal of pore area pir2 (second
term in Equation 2.3). Here wed is the energy per unit length of the pore
perimeter (pore edge energy) and ξ0 is the tension of a membrane without
pores.
The lipid head groups which line the pore interior, tend to repel each other
due to steric and/or electrostatic interactions (Weaver and Chizmadzhev, 1996;
Israelachvili, 1992) and are taken into account by adding the third term (Neu
and Krassowska, 1999) of Equation 2.3. This steric repulsion is responsible for
the increase in pore energy with shrinking radius (Weaver and Chizmadzhev,
1996; Neu and Krassowska, 1999), since it gives a local minimum of w at non-
zero radius. Here wstc is the steric repulsion energy constant. In absence of the
steric repulsion term the pores would shrink to zero radius, whereas in reality
their radii are about 0.76 nm, which corresponds to the local energy minimum
(DeBruin and Krassowska, 1999; Neu and Krassowska, 2003; Krassowska and
Filev, 2007).
Energy of a pore in the presence of non-zero transmembrane poten-
tial:
The existence of transmembrane potential diminishes the energy barrier to
pore formation and thus the energy of a pore is modified in the presence of
Vm as given by (Abidor et al., 1979; Neu and Krassowska, 1999; Weaver and
Mintzer, 1981)
w(r, t) = w(r)− piapVm2(t)r2, (2.4)
where the second term represents an energy drop across the capacitive mem-
brane (Abidor et al., 1979). The coefficient ap is a property of the membrane
and its aqueous environment. Here, the time dependence of the energy is due
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Table 2.1: Values of parameters used to plot Figure 2.2
Symbol Value Description
r∗ 0.51× 10−9(m) minimum radius of hydrophilic poresa
rm 0.76× 10−9 (m) minimum energy radius at Vm=0a
rd 18 (nm) radius at global maximum
a
w∗ 45 (kT) energy at local maximuma
wm 25.6 (kT) energy at local maximum
a
wd 238 (kT) energy at global maximum
a
ap 6.9× 10−2 (Fm−2) constant to calculate energy drop across
membraneb
wstc 9.67× 10−15(J1/4m) steric repulsion energy constantb
wed 1.8× 10−11 (Jm−1) edge energyb
ξ0 1× 10−3 (Jm−2) tension of the bilayer without poresb
aValues taken from Glaser et al. (1988).
bValues taken from Neu and Krassowska (1999).
to the temporal variation of Vm. Also, as seen in Figure 2.3, the radius cor-
responding to the local energy minimum increases for higher transmembrane
potential. All pores are initially created hydrophobic at a rate determined by
their energy as shown in Figure 2.2 (Smith et al., 2004). Most of them are
quickly destroyed by lipid fluctuations. But if hydrophobic pores of radius
r > r∗ are created, they spontaneously convert to long lived hydrophilic pores.
The hydrophilic pores are created within a small range of radii just above
r∗ and immediately move (expand) toward minimum energy status of radius
rm (Glaser et al., 1988; Neu and Krassowska, 1999, 2003; Smith et al., 2004;
Krassowska and Filev, 2007). This is the scenario considered in the model
discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
Bilayer membrane energy
The most important entity that affects the pore formation, growth and decay
is the pore energy, w(r) at any given time. This energy is a function of pore
radius which is a function of space and time. Formation of pores cause dynamic
changes in transmembrane potential Vm, that must be included. The pores
also affect surface tension which also must be included. Theoretical accuracy
of prediction of pores can be only as accurate as the correctness of pore energy,
w(r). This theory of the energy function w(r) is applicable only to a single
pore, as it does not account of any interactions between the pores. As the
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Figure 2.3: The pore-energy function of a pore at transmembrane potential
Vm = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 V based on references (Abidor et al., 1979;
Glaser et al., 1988; Weaver and Chizmadzhev, 1996; Smith et al., 2004). This
plot uses the values of parameters in Table 2.1 as per literature (Neu and
Krassowska, 1999)
.
radius of any pore of the cell increases, it relaxes the tension of the other
pores, decreasing the effective tension experienced by each pore. It follows
that pore formation will lead to variations in the tension. This is in agreement
with Benachir and Lafleur (1996), whose experimental results suggested that
the membrane surface tension must be variable. This tension coupling can be
taken into account in terms of the total area Ap occupied by all the pores at
any given time. Thus Equation 2.3 is suitably modified and reported by Smith
et al. (2004), to accommodate pores of various sizes. The bilayer energy is
then given by,
wm =
Q∑
q=1
[
wst
(
r∗
rq
)4
+ 2piwedrq − piξeff(Ap)r2q +
∫ rq
0
Fp(rq, Vm)dr
]
, (2.5)
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where summation is over the Q pores in the bilayer membrane. The terms in
this equation are explained in the following paragraphs.
The lipid head groups which line the pore interior, tend to repel each other
due to steric and/or electrostatic interactions (Weaver and Chizmadzhev, 1996;
Israelachvili, 1992; Neu and Krassowska, 1999) and are taken into account by
the first term in Equation 2.5, where wst is the steric repulsion energy (Neu
and Krassowska, 2003).
The appearance of a circular pore in a membrane is balanced by the pres-
ence of two competing energy terms: reduction in energy barrier proportional
to removal of pore area pirq
2 (third term in Equation 2.5) and increase in en-
ergy barrier by a linear edge component proportional to pore edge of length
2pirq (Weaver and Powell, 1989; Glaser et al., 1988; Abidor et al., 1979) (second
term in Equation 2.5). Here, wed is the pore edge energy, and ξeff is the effective
tension of the membrane given by
ξeff (Ap) = 2ξ
′ − 2ξ
′ − ξ0(
1− Ap
A
)2 (2.6)
where ξ′ is the energy per area of the hydrocarbon-water interface (Israelachvili,
1992; Neu and Krassowska, 2003), ξ0 is the tension of a membrane without
pores and A is the total area of the lipid bilayer. A varying value of the total
area Ap occupied by the pores at any given time is given by
Ap =
Q∑
q=1
pir2q (2.7)
and contributes to a dynamic effect of pore formation both temporally and
spatially.
The last term in Equation 2.5 is the contribution of the membrane potential
to the bilayer energy (Neu and Krassowska, 2003). Assuming the inner surface
of a pore as toroidal (Kandusˆer et al., 2003; Neu and Krassowska, 2003), the
electric force Fp acting on the pore is given by
Fp(r, Vm) =
Fmax(
1 + rh
r+rt
)V 2m. (2.8)
This equation is a heuristic approximation (Neu and Krassowska, 2003) of the
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numerical solution which the authors have computed for the electrical force
acting on a pore derived from first principles; rh and rt are constants taken
from Neu and Krassowska (2003). This equation is thought to be appropriate
for larger pores as it predicts that Fp approaches a constant value Fmax as the
pore radius increases, rather than increase linearly (Abidor et al., 1979), or
decrease to zero (Barnett and Weaver, 1991; Joshi et al., 2002; Pastushenko
and Chizmadzhev, 1982) as radius increases. The Equation 2.5 is used in the
model developed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
2.4 Calculation of Pore Density
The theoretical understanding of the electroporation process is based on the
partial differential equation (PDE) known as the Smoluchowski equation (SE),
(Freeman et al., 1994; Barnett and Weaver, 1991; Pastushenko et al., 1979;
Weaver and Mintzer, 1981). The SE describes the evolution of membrane pore
population density in terms of the number and size of the pores. Solution
of this PDE requires several constants whose values can neither be measured
directly nor are known accurately (Barnett and Weaver, 1991), thus the SE
is useful in giving only a qualitative picture of electroporation, for a spatially
clamped uniformly polarised membrane area (Neu and Krassowska, 1999).
As seen in Figure 2.2b and 2.3, the radius at the minimum pore energy rm
only weakly depends on the transmembrane potential Vm, hence can be con-
sidered to be independent of Vm. For the purpose of the mathematical model in
Chapter 3, initially pores are assumed to be formed with the minimum-energy
radius rm = 0.76 nm (as measured from the graph in Figure 2.2b), at the rate
given by DeBruin and Krassowska (1999); Smith et al. (2004); Krassowska and
Filev (2007),
dN
dt
= ψe(Vm/Vep)
2
(
1− N
Neq(Vm)
)
, (2.9)
where N is the pore density of the initial small pores formed, ψ is the creation
rate coefficient and Neq is the equilibrium pore density for a potential Vm given
by
Neq(Vm) = N0e
b(Vm/Vep)
2
. (2.10)
Here, N0 is the initial pore density with no applied electric field, Vep is the
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characteristic voltage of electroporation and
b = (rm/r∗)2 (2.11)
is the pore creation constant where r∗ is the minimum radius of hydrophilic
pores and rm the minimum-energy radius (Neu and Krassowska, 2003).
In the model developed in later chapters the value of constant Vep given by
DeBruin and Krassowska (1999), who had chosen it to fit experimental data,
is used. Further details of this equation are given by Neu and Krassowska
(1999), who take the pore density equation to be a result of the asymptotic
model that is an approximation to the Smoluchowski Equation (SE)-based
models. The asymptotic ordinary differential equation (ODE) described here
is easier to solve, requires constants which can be easily related to experimental
measurements, and has been shown to be valid even if the applied electric field
has frequency in the megahertz range (Neu and Krassowska, 1999).
2.4.1 Current through a single pore
In order to model the response of a single cell to an applied electric field, it
is important to be able to find the value of electric current isml, that flows
through each pore of the cell membrane. As mentioned above, the cell mem-
brane is embedded in an electrolytic solution. Figure 2.4 shows a cross section
of the membrane through the centre of a pore. As mentioned by Barnett and
Weaver (1991) and Glaser et al. (1988), the mathematical formulation of this
three dimensional problem consists of a set of coupled differential equations
that cannot be solved analytically. However, if the potential across the mem-
brane can be found, then the Nernst-Planck equation of the corresponding
one dimensional problem can be reduced and further used to solve the three
dimensional case. The following discussion in this section draws heavily upon
Barnett and Weaver (1991), Glaser et al. (1988) and DeBruin and Krassowska
(1999). The Nernst-Planck equation for the current density in the pore is
jx = −zxFDf
(
∇κx + zxFκx
RT
∇Φ
)
(2.12)
for an ion species x with valence zx where Df is the diffusion constant, F is
Faraday’s constant, R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temper-
ature, κx(x, y, z) is the concentration of the ion species and Φ(x, y, z) is the
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Figure 2.4: Cross section of a pore in the membrane.
electric potential. In order to model the interior of a pore in a cell membrane,
we take the z-axis perpendicular to the membrane and assume cylindrical sym-
metry around the z-axis. Thus κ = κ(z) and Φ = Φ(z). Now the z-component
of Equation 2.12 is,
jx = M
(
dκ
dz
+ %κ
dΦ
dz
)
= M exp[−%Φ] d
dz
(κ exp[%Φ]) (2.13)
where M = −zxFDf and % = zxF/RT . Hence
jx
M
∫ h
0
exp[%Φ] dz =
∫ h
0
d
dz
(κ exp[%Φ])dz
= κ(h) exp[%Φ(h)]− κ(0) exp[%Φ(0)] (2.14)
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where h is the thickness of the cell membrane, z = 0 is taken to be the inner
surface of the membrane and z = h the outer surface. Thus
jx = M
κ(h) exp[%Φ(h)]− κ(0) exp[%Φ(0)]∫ h
0
exp[%Φ(z)] dz
= M
κ(h)− κ(0) exp[%Φ(0)− %Φ(h)]∫ h
0
exp[%Φ(z)− %Φ(h)] dz
= zxDfF
[x]in exp(
zxF
RT
[Φ(0)− Φ(h)])− [x]ex∫ h
0
exp( zxF
RT
[Φ(z)− Φ(h)])
dz (2.15)
where κ(0) ≡ [x]in is the internal concentration of ion x and κ(h) ≡ [x]ex
is the external concentration. To evaluate the integral in the denominator
one must know the form Φ(z) takes. Let us assume Φ(z) = Φext(z) + ΦB(z),
namely the sum of the potential due to the applied electric field and the Born
energy caused by the interactions of the ions with the pore walls. Φext can
be taken to be varying linearly across the membrane, with Φext(0) = Φin and
Φext(h) = Φex. Thus
Φext(z) = Φin − [Φin − Φex]z
h
. (2.16)
So
zxF
RT
[Φext(z)− Φext(h)] = zxF
RT
[Φin − Φex]
(
1− z
h
)
= zxvm
(
1− z
h
)
(2.17)
As for the Born energy, we follow Glaser et al. (1988), and assume ΦB(z) =
zxtB(z), where tB(z) is a trapezoidal function. This is based on the assumption
that the interactions of the ion type x with the walls of the pore are described
by an energy barrier given by,
w(z) =
F
RT
[tB(z)− tB(h)] =

w0
z
d
0 ≤ z < d
w0 d ≤ z < h− d
w0
h−z
d
h− d ≤ z ≤ h,
(2.18)
where w0 is the energy barrier within the pore. The Born energy function is
shown in Figure 2.5. Thus
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Figure 2.5: Born energy of a pore: (a) Cross section of a pore (b) Energy
profile of a hydrophilic pore as a function of its position along the axis of the
pore.
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zxF
RT
[ΦB(z)− ΦB(h)] = z2xw(z). (2.19)
Now, using these assumptions in Equations 2.16 to 2.19, the integral in the
denominator of Equation 2.15 can be evaluated as follows.
I =
∫ h
0
exp
(
zxF
RT
[Φ(z)− Φ(h)]
)
dz (2.20)
=
∫ d
0
exp
(
zxvm − zx
[vm
h
− zxw0
d
]
z
)
dz
+
∫ h−d
d
exp
(
zxvm + z
2
xw0 −
zxvm
h
z
)
dz
+
∫ h
h−d
exp
(
zxvm +
z2xw0h
d
− zx
[vm
h
+
zxw0
d
]
z
)
dz
=
hn
z2xw0 − zxvmn
(
exp[zxvm + z
2
xw0 − nzxvm]− exp[zxvm]
)
− hn
zxvmn
(
exp[z2xw0 + nzxvm]− exp[zxvm + z2xw0 − nzxvm]
)
− hn
z2xw0 + zxvmn
(
1− exp[z2xw0 + nzxvm]
)
, (2.21)
where n = d/h, is the relative entrance length of the pore as shown in Fig-
ure 2.5. This expression simplifies to
I =
h
zxvm
(
w0zx exp[zx(w0zx − nvm)]− nvm
w0zx − nvm
)
exp(zxvm)
− h
zxvm
(
w0zx exp[zx(w0zx + nvm)] + nvm
w0zx + nvm
)
. (2.22)
The total current isml through the pore is the current density in the pore
multiplied by the cross sectional area of the pore. Further simplification using
the Nernst-Einstein equation gives
isml =
pir2mσpsvmRT
Fh
(evm − 1)(
w0e
w0−nvm − nvm
w0 − nvm e
vm − w0e
w0+nvm + nvm
w0 + nvm
) , (2.23)
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where rm is the radius of the pore at its narrowest part, σps is the conductivity
of the aqueous solution that fills the pore, vm = zxVm/RT , and Vm = Φin−Φex
is the transmembrane potential. Thus the formula for pore current is valid only
for small pores up to 1 nm radius, and accounts only for the diffusion current
due to interaction of ions with the pore walls. Current through larger pores
has to be modelled differently. The above derivation for pore current is based
upon those of Barnett and Weaver (1991), Glaser et al. (1988) and DeBruin
and Krassowska (1999). Equation 2.23 for current through small pores is used
in the model developed as discussed in Chapters 3 and 6 of this thesis. A
model based on the assumption of all created pores being small in radius, is
useful for comparing onset of pore density depending on various independent
parameters like cell radius, peak electric field, extracellular and intracellular
fluid conductivity. The next chapter deals with a method to model the pore
density response of a single cell to an arbitrary applied electric field.
2.5 Calculation of Transmembrane Potential
Small spherical particles in the size range 1 µm–1000 µm are very important in
today’s world. They are used in manufacturing operations like powder coating,
and powder injection molding. A number of raw materials used in the agri-
cultural, food, mining, and metallurgical industries are received in particulate
form, and are to be processed further. Particles of biological origin, such as
cells and DNA are of common interest, for further use in biomedical applica-
tions. This section introduces the reader to some of the mathematical formulae
related to the effect of the electric field on biological cells. These formulae are
used in further chapters to build and extend models of electroporation of a
single spherical cell.
2.5.1 Electric field interaction with a cell as a particle
Further discussion in this section is heavily based on the text by Jones (1995).
Imagine a spherical particle of radius R, suspended in a dielectric fluid and
subject to a uniform electric field E0 orientated in the z-direction as illustrated
in Figure 2.6. The dielectric permittivity inside and outside the cell is εin and
εex, respectively. The field polarizes the particle, inducing a moment in it. The
effective dipole moment Peff, is defined as the moment of an equivalent, point
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Figure 2.6: Spherical particle in electric field
dipole that, when immersed in the same dielectric medium and positioned at
the centre of the original particle, produces the same electrostatic potential.
The electrostatic potential Φ due to a point dipole of moment Peff in a dielectric
medium of permittivity εex is
Φ(r, θ) =
Peff cos θ
4piεexr2
, (2.24)
where θ is the polar angle measured from the positive pointing pole of the
dipole and r is the distance from the origin. This is the standard solution of
Laplace’s equation in the far-field of a dipole source. This approximation may
have to be modified if the potential at the centre of the cell is to be calculated.
However, modelling in this thesis requires the potential, just inside and outside
the cell membrane, thus the approximation is valid.
2.5.2 Effective dipole moment of a dielectric sphere in
a dielectric medium
This electric potential due to the effective dipole moment can be determined by
solving the boundary value problem as follows. The following assumptions are
made: that there is an applied external uniform electric field E0; that there is
no free charge anywhere in the sphere or dielectric liquid; and that the presence
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of the particle does not disturb the system of source charges that create E0.
With these assumptions the electrostatic potential satisfies Laplace’s equation
everywhere. The solutions for the potential outside Φex, and inside Φin the
sphere, of radius a take the form:
Φex(r, θ) = −E0r cos θ + A cos θ
r2
, r > a (2.25)
Φin(r, θ) = −Br cos θ, r < a (2.26)
where A and B are coefficients, that can be determined using the boundary
conditions. The first term in Equation 2.25 is the imposed uniform electrostatic
field, and the second term is the induced dipole of the particle. Comparing
Equation 2.24 with this second term links the coefficient A and the effective
dipole moment, by the equation,
Peff = 4piεexA. (2.27)
The boundary conditions are applied at the surface of the particle. The first
condition is that the potential must be continuous across the surface of the
cell, namely
Φex(a, θ) = Φin(a, θ). (2.28)
The second condition is that, the normal component of the displacement flux
must be continuous across the boundary, hence
εex
∂Φex
∂r
= εin
∂Φin
∂r
, (2.29)
where ε1 is the extracellular permittivity, and ε2 is the intracellular permittiv-
ity. Equations 2.25, 2.26, 2.28 and 2.29 are solved by Jones (1995) to obtain
A =
(εin − εex)
(εin + 2εex)
a3E0 and B =
3εex
(εin + 2εex)
E0. (2.30)
Thus the effective dipole moment can be written as
Peff = 4piεex
(εin − εex)
(εin + 2εex)
a3E0. (2.31)
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Figure 2.7: Spherically concentric dielectric shell and its homogeneous equi-
valent (a) cell with membrane (b) equivalent cell
In general form, for a homogeneous dielectric sphere the expression for the
effective dipole moment is
Peff = 4piεexKa
3E0. (2.32)
where K, known as the Clausius-Mossotti function, provides a measure of the
strength of the effective polarization of a spherical particle. As seen, K is a
function of the permittivities of the sphere and the fluid in which the sphere
is immersed, viz
K(εin, εex) =
εin − εex
εin + 2εex
. (2.33)
2.5.3 Multilayered particles
The above model of the cell is over simplified—in reality the biological cell has
at least an outer cell wall, known as the membrane. The membrane should
be modelled as an extra layer. To calculate the effective dipole moment of
a layered particle, we assume that the particle is spherically symmetrical as
shown in Figure 2.7. Here, εex is the extracellular permittivity, εm is the
membrane permittivity and εin is the intracellular permittivity. R1 and R2 are
the outer and inner radii respectively, of the particle. We can approximate
the three layer model (εex, εm, εin) with a two layer model (εex, ε
,
in ) where
ε,in is a revised εin from this simplification. We only need the potential Φ at
the membrane boundary, as the membrane is very thin compared with the cell
radius, thus this approximation is suitable. The effective permittivity of the
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Figure 2.8: Multilayered spherical concentric dielectric shell and its homo-
geneous equivalent (a) Multilayered shell (b) Intermediate equivalent particle
(c) Equivalent particle.
equivalent particle as given by Jones (1995) is
ε,in = εm

a3r + 2
(
εin − εm
εin + 2εm
)
a3r −
(
εin − εm
εin + 2εm
)
 , (2.34)
where
ar =
R1
R2
.
This method can be easily applied to multilayered shells using the approach
illustrated in Figure 2.8. One starts at the innermost layer and by repeatedly
applying Equation 2.34, eventually arrives at the expression for the permittiv-
ity of the equivalent homogeneous sphere.
2.5.4 Lossless spherical shell in a uniform field, calcula-
tion of potentials
Consider a layered spherical particle as in Figure 2.7, subjected to an applied
uniform electric field E0, oriented in the z-direction. Assume that there is no
free electric charge anywhere. To solve this boundary value problem, we solve
Laplace’s equation for the electrostatic potential in the three regions. Then
Φex the extracellular potential, Φm the potential in the membrane, and Φin the
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intracellular potential are given by,
Φex(r, θ) =
(
−E0r + A
r2
)
cos θ, r > R1 (2.35)
Φm(r, θ) =
(
−Br + C
r2
)
cos θ, R1 > r > R2 (2.36)
Φin(r, θ) = −Dr cos θ, r < R2. (2.37)
where A, B, C and D are unknown coefficients to be determined using the
boundary conditions. The boundary conditions at the two dielectric surfaces
are
Φex = Φin and εex
∂Φex
∂r
= εm
∂Φm
∂r
at r = R1 (2.38)
Φm = Φin and εm
∂Φm
∂r
= εin
∂Φin
∂r
at r = R2. (2.39)
The above solutions and the boundary conditions can be solved to give,
A =
ε,in − εex
ε,in + 2εex
R31 E0, (2.40)
B =
−3εexa3r
(ε,in + 2εex)(a
3
r −K)
E0, (2.41)
C =
−3εexKa3r
(ε,in + 2εex)(a
3
r −K)
E0, (2.42)
D =
−3εex(1−K)a3r
(ε,in + 2εex)(a
3
r −K)
E0, (2.43)
where
ar =
R1
R2
and K =
ε,in − εex
ε,in + 2εex
. (2.44)
2.5.5 Spherical shell with ohmic loss in uniform field
Typically cells are multilayered and have finite conductivities. In such cases,
an effective complex permittivity may be substituted for any layered sphere.
In the preceding sections, the spherical particle and the medium have been
assumed to be perfectly dielectric (zero conductivity). In fact, biological cells
and the medium have finite conductivities (σin and σex) in addition to their
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dielectric permittivities. This contributes to losses in the system and influences
the cell behaviour in an electric field. When loss is present, the dipole moment
of a particle in a field exhibits either a time delay when the electric field is
suddenly applied or a phase lag when the electric field is a continuous time
varying cyclic signal. Imagine the layered dielectric sphere in Figure 2.7 with
permittivities εin, εm and εex and conductivities σin, σm and σex . Then, as
shown in Figure 2.9, in each of the n separate dielectric layers, where ε is
the dielectric permittivity, σ is the dielectric conductivity and i =
√−1, the
complex permittivity can be used as
ε¯n = εn +
σn
iω
n ∈ {in,m, ex}. (2.45)
The boundary conditions in Equations 2.28 and 2.29 are modified by replacing
the permittivities with their complex equivalents. Solving Laplace’s equation
for the three region problem with complex permittivities, results in new coef-
ficients, A¯, B¯, C¯, and D¯ to be used in the solutions for Φin, Φm and Φex. They
are:
A¯ =
ε¯,in − ε¯ex
ε¯,in + 2ε¯ex
R31 E0 (2.46)
B¯ =
−3ε¯exa3r
(ε¯,in + 2ε¯ex)(a
3
r −K)
E0 (2.47)
C¯ =
−3ε¯exKa3r
(ε¯,in + 2ε¯ex)(a
3
r −K)
E0 (2.48)
D¯ =
−3ε¯ex(1−K)a3r
(ε¯,in + 2ε¯ex)(a
3
r −K)
E0 (2.49)
where
ar =
R1
R2
and K =
ε,in − εex
ε,in + 2εex
. (2.50)
The effective homogeneous dielectric permittivity is replaced by its complex
equivalent as follows:
ε¯,in = ε¯m

a3r + 2
(
ε¯in − ε¯m
ε¯in + 2ε¯m
)
a3r −
(
ε¯in − ε¯m
ε¯in + 2ε¯m
)
 = ε,in +
σ,in
iω
(2.51)
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Figure 2.9: Multilayered spherical concentric lossy shell and its homogeneous
equivalent (a) Multilayered shell (b) Equivalent particle.
2.5.6 Transient response of lossy dielectric sphere to a
suddenly applied electric field
Imagine an ohmic sphere exposed to an electric field that is suddenly turned
on, namely, E(t) = E0u(t), where u(t) is the unit step function. It turns
out that the potentials inside and outside are unchanged in their form; the
coefficients just become functions of time, namely A is replaced by A(t) and
B replaced by B(t).
The boundary conditions are as usual (and true for all time)
Φex(a, θ) = Φin(a, θ). (2.52)
Now Equation 2.29 must be replaced by a charge continuity condition because
finite conductivity allows accumulation of free electrical charge on a surface.
The instantaneous charge conservation condition is
σex
(
−∂Φex
∂r
)
− σin
(
−∂Φin
∂r
)
+
∂σf
∂t
= 0 at r = a, (2.53)
where σf is the free electric surface charge as defined by
εf = εex
∂Φex
∂r
− εin∂Φin
∂r
at r = a. (2.54)
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Here, ∂Φex
∂r
and ∂Φin
∂r
are the normal components of the ohmic current outside
and inside of the sphere respectively. Combining these equations give a set
of differential equations that can be solved for the time dependent coefficient
A(t) to give
A(t) =
σ,in − σex
σ,in + 2σex
R31E0
(
1− exp
( −t
τmw
))
+
ε,in − εex
ε,in + 2εex
R31E0 exp
( −t
τmw
)
(2.55)
where
τmw =
ε,in + εex
σ,in + 2σex
(2.56)
is the membrane relaxation time constant.
By careful observation of Equations 2.40 and 2.55, by analogy the time
dependent coefficient D(t) is
D(t) = − 3σex(1−KI)
(σ,in + 2σex)(a
3
r −KI)
a3rE0
(
1− exp
( −t
τmw
))
− 3εex(1−KR)
(ε,in + 2εex)(a
3
r −KR)
a3rE0 exp
( −t
τmw
)
, (2.57)
where KI and KR are the imaginary and real component of K respectively.
These equations for A(t) and D(t) are used in the model described in Chapter 3
to calculate transmembrane potential defined as the potential across the mem-
brane, given by
Vm = Φin − Φex. (2.58)
As seen from Equations 2.35 and 2.37, to calculate Φin and Φex we only need
the constants A(t) and D(t), thus the other two constants B(t) and C(t) are
not relevant.
2.5.7 Analytical solutions for transmembrane potential
Assuming the cell dielectric properties are known, here I detail the analytical
solutions for the potentials inside and outside a spherical cell as available in
literature (Schwan, 1989). These are used in Chapter 3 for validating the
results from the model developed earlier in the same chapter. Once again,
consider a spherical cell with external radius R1 and internal radius R2 as in
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the previous section. The cell membrane thickness is then h = R1−R2. Assume
E0 is the external applied electric field. Imagine the cell with permittivities
(εin, εm, εex) and conductivities (σin, σm, σex). Then in each of the separate
dielectric regions, the specific admittivity is given by
$ = σ − iωε (2.59)
to give the specific admittivities $in, $m and $ex. Potentials just inside and
outside the cell membrane are given by
Φin = ϑR2, (2.60)
Φex = E0(R1 − ν/(R1)2). (2.61)
The constants ϑ and ν are calculated as,
ϑ = 9$ex$mE0/ς, (2.62)
where
ς = (($m + 2$ex)(2$m +$in)
+ 2(R2/R1
3)($m −$ex)($in −$m)), (2.63)
and
ν = ((R1)
3(2$m +$in)($ex −$m)
+R2
3(2$m +$ex)($m −$in))/ς. (2.64)
Equations 2.59 to 2.64 can be used to calculate transmembrane potential as
a passive response to an applied sinusoidal electric field.
If the cell membrane parameter is specified as specific membrane capacit-
ance Cm and only the intracellular and extracellular conductivities for a cell
of radius a are known, then the following Equation 2.65 by Holzapfel et al.
(1982) can be used to calculate analytical solution for the induced transmem-
brane potential as a passive response to an applied sinusoidal electric field.
Vm(t) =
1.5Ea
1 + (ωτr)2
(cosωt+ ωτrsinωt) (2.65)
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where the membrane relaxation time constant is
τr = aCm
(
1
σin
+
1
2σex
)
. (2.66)

Chapter 3
Response of a Single Cell to an
Applied Arbitrary Electric Field
Electroporation is now a common tool in biotechnology and is used in a number
of medical treatments. Until recently, the development of theoretical models of
electroporation has lagged behind experimental research. In order to optimize
the efficiency of electroporation, it is important to consider as many biological
and physical aspects as possible and it is a necessity that a variety of electric
pulse parameters be tested. Thus a comprehensive model which can predict
electropermeabilization as a result of any form of applied electric field and
other important electroporation parameters is necessary.
This chapter initially gives a literature review of existing models for elec-
tropermeabilization and comments on their respective limitations and speci-
alities and, thus, the need for a new model. The chapter then describes the
numerical model I developed for a single cell electroporated by application
of arbitrary external electric field pulses. The model is used to compare the
transmembrane potential Vm, and pore density N , developed in response to
the pulses. Transmembrane potential and pore density are calculated via a
piece-wise step response method that enables solutions to be obtained for any
practical applied electric field waveform. Pore density is shown to increase so
long as a threshold transmembrane potential is maintained by the electric field,
and effectively clamps the transmembrane potential to just over 1 V while pore
density is increasing. Short unipolar pulses are also shown to create asymmet-
rical pore density between the two cell polar regions, whereas bipolar pulses
result in a symmetrical pore density.
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The model presented here helps predict dynamic non-linear results of elec-
tropermeabilization, given any form of applied electric field and other import-
ant electroporation system parameters. This model can be used as a tool for
the determination of starting parameters in biological applications.
3.1 Background
Exposure of biological cells to electric fields can lead to a variety of biophys-
ical and biochemical responses (Pavlin et al., 2002; Neumann, 1989; Mir, 2000;
Neumann et al., 1998; Neumann and Kakorin, 2002; Griese et al., 2002; Mik-
lavcˆicˆ and Kotnik, 2004). Electroporation is an application in biotechnology
and is used in a number of medical treatments (DeBruin and Krassowska,
1999; Dev et al., 2000; Kotnik et al., 2003; Miklavcˆicˆ and Kotnik, 2004; Snoj
et al., 2005; Schmidt et al., 2001; Tozon et al., 2005). However, the process of
electroporation is still not completely understood. Until recently, the develop-
ment of theoretical models of electroporation has lagged behind experimental
research (DeBruin and Krassowska, 1999; Smith et al., 2004; Krassowska and
Filev, 2007).
In order to optimize the efficiency of electroporation, it is important to con-
sider as many biological and physical aspects as possible and it is necessary
that a variety of electric pulse parameters tested. The most common form of
electric pulses used in conventional electroporation and electrofusion are in the
form of rectangular or exponentially decreasing (capacitive discharge) unipolar
pulses. The unipolar nature of these pulses is known to contribute to asym-
metrical poration due to the inherent transmembrane potential (rest potential)
of living cells, and induce variable membrane permeability with respect to the
position of the membrane relative to the direction of the applied electric field
(DeBruin and Krassowska, 1999; Kotnik et al., 2001b; Valic et al., 2004). The
rest potential of a cell is the transmembrane potential that would usually be
maintained by normal cellular function in the absence of any externally applied
electric field. In most cells the rest potential has a negative value of around
−50 to −90 mV (Cole, 1972). There is also a possibility that if an upper limit
of pore density is reached, the cell membrane may be irreversibly damaged
leading to loss of cell viability (Kotnik et al., 2003). Researchers have recom-
mended using electric field pulses symmetric about zero volts as a solution for
asymmetrical poration (Kotnik et al., 2003; Gaynor and Bodger, 1995; Tekle
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et al., 1991) and to provide more uniform electropermeabilization over a wider
range of cell sizes resulting in improved control and better cell survival (Gaynor
and Bodger, 1995; Tekle et al., 1991). Experiments have been reported on us-
ing a pulsed radio frequency electric field for electroporation and electrofusion
(Chang et al., 1992b), and indicated that a proper choice of frequency can
counterbalance the effect of cell size on electroporation efficiency.
A recent study (Kotnik et al., 2001a) involving an empirical electroper-
meabilization result using symmetric bipolar rectangular pulses has reported
increased efficiency of electroporation. The reasons suggested for this were:
(1) counterbalancing the asymmetry of electropermeabilized area at the poles
of the cell which is introduced by the rest potential, and (2) increased odds of
permeabilization for cells having non-spherical shape (Kotnik et al., 2001a).
Improved electroporation efficiency was also observed using similar bipolar
rectangular pulses in an earlier investigation (Tekle et al., 1991). Another em-
pirical study looked at the role of three bipolar pulse shapes, triangular, sine,
and rectangular, in electropermeabilization (Kotnik et al., 2003). The study
found that the level of electropermeabilization is primarily attributed to the
duration that the pulse amplitude exceeds a value that induces pore formation.
Kotnik et al. (1998) developed a model that analyses the time course of in-
duced Vm when a cell is exposed to different time varying electric field shapes.
This model uses passive complex dielectric material based Laplace transforms
to describe the transmembrane potential of the model cell. Electropermeabil-
ization is estimated to occur when transmembrane potential exceeds approx-
imately 1 V. While this model is capable of producing results for arbitrary
waveforms, it does not include the non-linear effects of membrane electroper-
meabilization on transmembrane potential Vm and on pore density, N . Another
theoretical model has been developed for single cell electroporation when ex-
posed to a unipolar square shape electric field pulse (DeBruin and Krassowska,
1999). This model considers electropermeabilization as a dynamic process and
describes the evolution of transmembrane potential and pore density, assum-
ing a set of defined electroporation parameters. While this model includes
the non-linear effects of membrane breakdown, it did not use arbitrary pulse
waveforms.
Another recent and substantially novel model based on nodal circuit ana-
lysis techniques includes both basic non-linear effects of electroporation and
can provide results for arbitrary pulse waveforms in both single cell and tissue-
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like systems (Gowrishankar and Weaver, 2003). This model was primarily cre-
ated to investigate the general response of cells to electric fields, so it does
not specifically concentrate on the finer temporal or spatial components of
electroporation.
Another recent model by Ellappan and Sundararajan (2005) based on cir-
cuit simulator techniques considers a biological cell as an electrical model using
resistors and capacitors. This model focuses primarily on studying the trans-
membrane potential induced in a biological cell as a function of the media
resistance and the frequency of the applied electric field, so it does not include
the temporal or spatial components of electroporation. They conclude that
high frequency alternating electric field might also be useful for electropora-
tion and that more work needs to be done to explore these possibilities.
With the wide variety of electroporation parameters and empirical tech-
niques, the literature on electropermeabilization is difficult to compare, and
prediction of electropermeabilization results becomes ambiguous. The model
presented here helps predict accurate non-linear results of electropermeabiliz-
ation, given any form of applied electric field and other important electropor-
ation system parameters such as external medium, membrane, and cytoplasm
complex dielectric properties. The non-linear behaviour of electroporation is
primarily due to the dynamics of membrane pore formation and is described
further in the following section.
3.2 Mathematical Model
Fundamentally important features of the model presented here are; it provides
solutions for arbitrary electric field pulse waveforms and includes the non-linear
dynamic effects of membrane electropermeabilization.
3.2.1 Step response method
To be able to provide solutions for an electric field varying arbitrarily with
time, a piece-wise step response method was used. The electric field signal is
approximated by a number of consecutive small discrete step signals. This is
exactly the same process as used for an analogue to digital signal conversion.
The effect of each consecutive discrete step is calculated using standard step
function response analysis. The result of the immediately previous time step
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Figure 3.1: (a) Layered spherical cell (b) Equivalent homogeneous sphere.
is used for the required initial conditions of each following step, in accordance
with the electropermeabilization dynamics discussed in following paragraphs.
This method allows numerical calculation of the dynamic evolution of elec-
tropermeabilization. The temporal resolution of the method depends on the
size of the time step used. All the results presented here use a time step small
enough to provide an accuracy that does not noticeably improve with smaller
time steps.
3.2.2 Model of a multilayered cell
This section draws upon mathematical expressions presented in sections 2.5.4
and 2.5.5. The cell is modelled as a multilayered lossy dielectric spherical
structure. A homogeneous sphere with complex permittivity ε¯,in and radius R1
can be substituted for the original multilayered cell with outer cell radius and
core radius of R1 and R2 respectively as shown in Figure 3.1 (Jones, 1995). In
each of the n separate dielectrics, where ε is the dielectric permittivity, σ is
the dielectric conductivity and i =
√−1, the complex permittivity is defined
as,
ε¯n = εn +
σn
iω
. (3.1)
where ω is the angular frequency of the applied electric field. The complex
permittivity value ε¯,in is given by Equation 2.51, reproduced here for ease of
the reader.
ε¯,in = ε¯m

a3r + 2
(
ε¯in − ε¯m
ε¯in + 2ε¯m
)
a3r −
(
ε¯in − ε¯m
ε¯in + 2ε¯m
)
 = ε,in +
σ,in
iω
(3.2)
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where
ar =
R1
R2
.
The transmembrane potential Vm is given by
Vm = Φin − Φex, (3.3)
with the intracellular potential Φin, given by the solution to Laplace’s equation
in the inner region, (Jones, 1995), as presented in Equation 2.37 is
Φin = −Dr cos θ for r < R2, (3.4)
where θ is the polar angle measured with respect to the direction of the applied
field. The coefficient D as given by Equation 2.46 is,
D =
−3ε¯ex(1−K)a3r
(ε¯,in + 2ε¯ex)(a
3
r −K)
E0, (3.5)
where
K =
ε¯,in − ε¯ex
ε¯,in + 2ε¯ex
(3.6)
is the Clausius-Mossotti factor, and E0 is the applied electric field magnitude.
The extracellular potential given by the solution to Laplace’s equation in the
outer region is (Jones, 1995), as presented in Equation 2.37 is,
Φex =
(
−E0r + A
r2
)
cos θ for r > R1, (3.7)
where the constant A as presented in Equation 2.46 is,
A =
ε¯,in − ε¯ex
ε¯,in + 2ε¯ex
R31 E0. (3.8)
3.2.3 Electric field step response
The transient response of a lossy dielectric spherical cell to a constant electric
field weighted unit step function, E0u(t), is found by using the solution for the
effective dipole moment (Jones, 1995). The coefficients now are functions of
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time and as presented in section 2.5.6 are given by,
D(t) = − 3σex(1−KI)
(σ,in + 2σex)(a
3
r −KI)
a3rE0
(
1− exp
( −t
τmw
))
− 3εex(1−KR)
(ε,in + 2εex)(a
3
r −KR)
a3rE0 exp
( −t
τmw
)
(3.9)
A(t) =
σ,in − σex
σ,in + 2σex
R31E0
(
1− exp
( −t
τmw
))
+
ε,in − εex
ε,in + 2εex
R31E0 exp
( −t
τmw
)
(3.10)
where KI and KR are the imaginary and real components of K respectively,
and
τmw =
ε,in + εex
σ,in + 2σex
(3.11)
is the membrane relaxation time constant (Jones, 1995).
3.2.4 Response to a continuous arbitrary electric field
Basic calculus theory states that any continuous and well behaved function can
be accurately approximated by a series of small enough consecutive discrete
steps (Garcia, 1994). This concept is directly used in the analogue to digital
conversion of continuous signals. The electric field signal is discretized in
this manner. The step response equations defined above are then used to
approximate the response of a cell exposed to an arbitrary electric field. The
time step of each step response must be much smaller than the reciprocal of the
highest frequency component of the arbitrary electric field waveform. This is
carried out with a time step of 1 ns for waveforms with frequency components
in the few MHz range.
The cell is assumed to have both passive and dynamic membrane kinetics. By
passive I mean the response of the cell in the absence of any pore formation,
and by dynamic I mean the response of the cell membrane when changes due
to pore formation are considered. Passive transmembrane ionic current density
Jion is given by (DeBruin and Krassowska, 1999),
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Jion = gm(Vm − Vrest), (3.12)
where gm is the specific membrane conductance (S/m
−2) and Vrest is the in-
trinsic rest potential. There is a threshold value of transmembrane potential
above which formation of pores becomes energetically favourable (DeBruin
and Krassowska, 1999; Kotnik et al., 1998). The current density through these
small pores, Jsml, is given by,
Jsml = Nisml, (3.13)
where N is the pore density of the initial small pores formed and isml(r) is
the diffusion current through a single pore of radius r (true for small pores
only), as explained in Section 2.4.1 about current through a single pore. The
expression for isml due to DeBruin and Krassowska (1999), based upon the
Nernst-Planck equation models, and given in section 2.4.1, is used for pore
radius below 1 nm. We repeat Equation 2.23 here for completeness:
isml =
pir2σpsvmRT
Fh
· (e
vm − 1)
(G−evm −G+) (3.14)
with
G± =
w0e
w0±nvm ± nvm
w0 ± nvm . (3.15)
This equation for pore current isml (Equation 3.14) accounts for the electrical
interactions between the ions and the pore wall (DeBruin and Krassowska,
1999). The pore density is governed by a first order differential equation
(DeBruin and Krassowska, 1999), as already discussed in section 2.4. The
Equation 2.9 is presented here for completeness:
dN
dt
= ψe(Vm/Vep)
2
(
1− N
Neq(Vm)
)
, (3.16)
Once the pores are electrically induced, the specific membrane conductance
increases because of the increased number of conductive pores, and can be
mathematically modelled as:
Jsml = Nisml = gpVm, (3.17)
where gp is the specific conductance due to electroporation. As an effect, the
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electropermeabilized membrane conductivity σpm is modified to
σpm = σm + σp, (3.18)
where σp is the specific conductivity due to electroporation and is dynamically
altered at each time step as the pore density changes. Formation of indi-
vidual pores increases while the membrane potential is maintained above the
threshold for electroporation (DeBruin and Krassowska, 1999).
3.3 Numerical Implementation and Methodo-
logy
The model is implemented in MATLAB. The Euler method is used for solving
the first order differential equation (Garcia, 1994). A time step of 1 ns gave
repeatable results. To confirm the accuracy of the piece-wise step method,
the model results for Vm were initially compared with results obtained by
calculating Vm using analytical solutions of the Laplace equation given by
Schwan (1989) as presented in section 2.5.7. Solutions to the numerical model
and the analytical model were obtained for applied bipolar sinusoidal pulse
electric fields (10 kV/m, 20 kV/m and 30 kV/m at a frequency of 100 kHz and
1 MHz), each amplitude less than that required for onset of electroporation,
as the analytical solution from Schwan (1989) does not model the non-linear
effects of membrane electroporation. As seen in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, it
was found that these results matched very closely. This confirmed that the
developed piece-wise step method is a valid numerical calculation technique.
It is well known that electric field frequency higher than 1 MHz is too fast
compared to the cell membrane relaxation time, thus reducing the effect of
membrane electroporation. However, Equations 2.65 and 2.66 used to calcu-
late the induced transmembrane potential for an applied sinusoidal electric
field suggest that the dependence on radius of the transmembrane potential
is eliminated if either the frequency or relaxation time constants are large
enough. To achieve this a frequency of 100 kHz is needed. To confirm ra-
dial independence through dynamic modelling of electroporation, frequencies
of 100 kHz and 1 MHz are used for simulations in this thesis.
Most mammalian cell radii are in the range of 5 µm to 15 µm, thus the two
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Figure 3.2: Cell response to 100 kHz bipolar sinusoidal pulse: Superposition of
the analytical and numerical model solutions for the induced transmembrane
potential (a) For peak electric field of 30 kV/m: analytical (black dash dot) and
numerical model (magenta) (b) For peak electric field of 20 kV/m: analytical
(black dash) and numerical model(blue) (c) For peak electric field of 10 kV/m:
analytical (black solid) and numerical model (green).
cell radii of 7.5 µm and 15 µm are used for simulations in this thesis. Specific
model parameters used are listed in Table 3.1.
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Electropermeabilization response of a spherical cell
exposed to different electric field waveforms
The piece-wise step response model presented here was used to simulate cell
response to several different applied electric field wave-shape pulses including
a unipolar square wave, bipolar square wave, bipolar sine wave, bipolar rectan-
gular wave (rectangular pulse train), and a bipolar triangular wave. Figure 3.4
shows that upon application of a 52 kV/m unipolar square pulse at time t = 0,
the induced transmembrane potential rises to a threshold of around 1.2 V at
which point the electroporation dynamics of the model are initiated. The
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Figure 3.3: Cell response to 1 MHz bipolar sinusoidal pulse: Superposition of
the analytical and numerical model solutions for the induced transmembrane
potential (a) For peak electric field of 30 kV/m: analytical (black dash dot) and
numerical model (magenta) (b) For peak electric field of 20 kV/m: analytical
(black dash) and numerical model (blue) (c) For peak electric field of 10 kV/m:
analytical (black solid) and numerical model (green).
corresponding increase in pore density increases the membrane conductance,
clamping the membrane potential to a maximum of around 1.2 V. The equi-
valent transmembrane potential that do not consider the non-linear effects of
membrane electroporation is also shown in Figure 3.4. Using the fraction of
membrane area occupied by the pores as defined by Hibino et al. (1991), a
pore density of about 3×1013 pores/m2 is calculated as being an appropriate
level of electroporation (Hibino et al., 1991; Gowrishankar and Weaver, 2003),
and the pulse amlpitude and duration chosen accordingly.
Figure 3.5 shows similar plots for a 1 µs, bipolar square wave (1 MHz), ap-
plied electric field of the same peak amplitude and total application time as the
unipolar pulse. Clamping of the membrane potential still occurs at around 1.2
V and pore density rises to a similar value as observed with the unipolar pulse
application. Reversal of the applied electric field at 0.5 µs has very little effect
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Table 3.1: Geometric, electrical and electroporation parameters.
Symbol Value Description
a 15.0 (µm) cell radius
r∗ 0.51 (nm) minimum radius of hydrophilic poresa
rm 0.76 (nm) minimum energy radius at Vm=0
a
h 5.0 (nm) membrane thicknessb
gm 1.9 (Sm
−2) specific membrane conductanceb
Vrest –80 (mV) membrane rest potential
b
σin 0.3 (Sm
−1) intracellular conductivityc
σm 3× 10−7(Sm−1) membrane conductivityc
σex 1.2 (Sm
−1) extracellular conductivityd
εin 7.1× 10−10 (Fm−1) intracellular permittivityc
εm 4.4× 10−11 (Fm−1) membrane permittivityc
εex 7.1× 10−10(Fm−1) extracellular permittivityc
T 295 (K) absolute temperatureb
n 0.15 Relative entrance length of poresb
b 2.46 pore creation constantb
ψ 1× 109 (m−2s−1) creation rate coefficient b
Vep 258 (mV) characteristic voltage of electroporation
b
No 1.5× 109(m−2) equivalent pore density when Vm = 0 mVb
wo 2.65 energy barrier within pore
b
aValues taken from Glaser et al. (1988).
bValues taken from DeBruin and Krassowska (1999).
cValues taken from Kotnik et al. (1998).
dValues taken from Kotnik and Miklavcˆicˆ (2000).
on the growth of pore density. Figure 3.7 shows the response to a 1 µs, bipolar
sinusoidal wave (1 MHz), electric field again of the same peak amplitude and
total application time as in Figure 3.5. Compared to the square wave pulse,
the poration threshold is achieved much later at around 0.25 µs. Addition-
ally, transmembrane potential drops below the poration threshold about 0.2
µs later. Correspondingly, the resultant pore density is also lower. The pore
density is seen to increase significantly at the second peak of the applied sinus-
oid where the transmembrane potential threshold is again exceeded. This is
due to the lower pore density created by the first peak of the applied sinusoid.
Note that the poration scale on figures is not on the same scale.
Figure 3.6 shows the response to a 1 µs, bipolar rectangular wave (1 MHz),
electric field pulse, where the pulse peak duration is 0.2 µs shorter than the
square wave pulse peak duration. The pore density can again be seen to rise
noticeably at the second pulse peak owing to the lower pore density created
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by the first pulse peak.
Figure 3.8 shows the response to a 1 µs, bipolar triangular wave (1 MHz),
electric field pulse, where the pulse peak duration above the threshold for
electroporation is shorter compared to all other types of electric field pulses.
The result is the lowest mean pore density and the most significant rise for the
second pulse peak compared to the other pulse waveforms.
The common trend for transmembrane potential shows that it initially
follows the analytically derived induced potential with the same membrane
time constant until a threshold value for electroporation is reached. During
this initial phase the membrane has a small baseline pore density, N0 (DeBruin
and Krassowska, 1999). Once transmembrane potential exceeds the threshold
value for electroporation (super-threshold), a steep rise in the pore density is
seen. It is also seen from Figures 3.4 to 3.8 that the transmembrane potential
could be up to 20 % reduced compared to that simulated without considering
the dynamic changes due to electroporation while simulating.
Depending on the amplitude of the pulses, electropermeabilization can
either occur fully in the first pulse or it can occur in steps at each subsequent
electric field peak. This increase in pore density with multiple pulses offers
better control over the degree of membrane permeability and is reflected in
experimental situations by reported increases in electroporation effectiveness
with multiple pulse applications (Lebar and Miklavcˆicˆ, 2001; Gehl and Mir,
1999; Sˆatkauskas et al., 2002).
For the same set of cell parameters and same peak to peak value of electric
field amplitude, the pore density is the highest for the square wave pulse,
reducing to the lowest for the triangular wave field. This agrees with reported
experimental results (Kotnik et al., 2003). The super-threshold duration is
longer for a square pulse and shorter for the triangular pulse than a sine-wave
pulse at the same pulse application time and peak amplitude. Alternately, if
interested in creating equivalent electroporation conditions for different field
waveforms, then for the same pore density formation to be achieved, the peak
field intensity required follows the inequality, Esq < Esin < Etri, assuming that
each waveform is applied for the same duration.
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Figure 3.4: Cell response to unipolar square pulse: (a) Applied electric field
waveform (unipolar square pulse) (b) Induced transmembrane potential for the
piece-wise step response method (i) Including the non-linear effects of mem-
brane electroporation (solid line), (ii) Not including the non-linear effects of
membrane electroporation (dashed line) (c) Associated change in pore density,
with the maximum pore density given.
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Figure 3.5: Cell response to bipolar square pulse: (a) Applied electric field
waveform (bipolar square pulse) (b) Induced transmembrane potential for the
piece-wise step response method (i) Including the non-linear effects of mem-
brane electroporation (solid line), (ii) Not including the non-linear effects of
membrane electroporation (dashed line) (c) Associated change in pore density,
with the maximum pore density given.
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Figure 3.6: Cell response to bipolar rectangular pulse: (a) Applied electric
field waveform (bipolar rectangular pulse) (b) Induced transmembrane poten-
tial for the piece-wise step response method (i) Including the non-linear effects
of membrane electroporation (solid line), (ii) Not including the non-linear ef-
fects of membrane electroporation (dashed line) (c) Associated change in pore
density, with the maximum pore density given.
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Figure 3.7: Cell response to bipolar sinusoidal pulse: (a) Applied electric field
waveform (bipolar sinusoidal pulse) (b) Induced transmembrane potential for
the piece-wise step response method (i) Including the non-linear effects of mem-
brane electroporation (solid line), (ii) Not including the non-linear effects of
membrane electroporation (dashed line) (c) Associated change in pore density,
with the maximum pore density given.
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Figure 3.8: Cell response to bipolar triangular pulse: (a) Applied electric field
waveform (bipolar triangular pulse) (b) Induced transmembrane potential for
the piece-wise step response method (i) Including the non-linear effects of mem-
brane electroporation (solid line), (ii) Not including the non-linear effects of
membrane electroporation (dashed line) (c) Associated change in pore density,
with the maximum pore density given.
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3.4.2 Transmembrane potential and pore density about
the spherical cell
A spherical cell exposed to a unipolar square external electric field is polar-
ized such that maximum transmembrane potentials occurs at the anode end
(θ = 0◦) and the cathode end (θ = 90◦) of the cell, assuming parallel plate
electrodes. Also, the induced transmembrane potetial is known to vary co-
sinusoidally around the circumference of the cell (DeBruin and Krassowska,
1999) provided transmembrane potential is less than about 1 V (that is, be-
low the electroporation potential). As reported in the literature, pore density
is maximized at the poles and decreases towards the equator (DeBruin and
Krassowska, 1999). Asymmetrical pore density between the two poles is ob-
served, for short unipolar pulses less than approximately 200 µs due to the
effect of the membrane rest potential (DeBruin and Krassowska, 1999). The
model in this chapter reproduces this effect as shown in Figure 3.9 where a 13
µs unipolar square pulse is applied. As observed with increasing pulse length
(DeBruin and Krassowska, 1999), increasing the pulse amplitude also acts to
normalize pore density symmetry to some degree. Figure 3.10 shows a similar
response when a 1 µs, single bipolar sinusoidal electric field pulse is applied,
with an improvement that completely symmetrical pore density is observed.
Increasing the field amplitude of the sine wave only acts to symmetrically in-
crease pore density around the cell. The transmembrane potential sign remains
the same on both polar regions, since it is only an indication of peak amplitude
of a symmetrical bipolar transmembrane potential, and thus has no specific
polarity.
Larger field amplitudes than that shown in Figure 3.10 do not substantially
alter the maximum magnitude of transmembrane potential but increase the
height and width of the pore density profile and increase the fraction of cell
membrane with transmembrane potential higher than the critical value for
electroporation.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter a numerical model based on a piecewise time domain step
response method incorporating pore formation dynamics was developed and
tested. Results from the numerical model support the conclusion that bipolar
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Figure 3.9: Response around the cell with unipolar pulse: (a) Maximum pore
density and (b) transmembrane potential around a 15 µm radius spherical cell
at the end of a 1 µs, unipolar square pulse for three electric field amplitudes
(62 kV/m (dash-dotted line), 52 kV/m (solid line), 42 kV/m (dashed line)).
pulses can be used as an effective alternative to conventional unipolar pulses in
the applications of electropermeabilization. Simulations describe the dynamic
electro-physical membrane behaviour for a single cell exposed to arbitrary
electric fields in the form of transmembrane potential and pore density. With
reasonably accurate real system parameters and the assumption that cells can
be considered in isolation, the model is a useful tool for prediction of electrop-
ermeabilization results. An informed variation of the parameters can then be
made to maximize the efficacy of a specific application.
Although this chapter has demonstrated predicting the effect of the type of
electric field used on transmembrane potential, pore density and the symmetry
between the two poles, there are other significant physical and electrical para-
meters that can affect electroporation. One very important physical parameter
that can be varied for optimal results of electroporation, is the extracellular
conductivity. Also, the effect of frequency of applied electric field on electro-
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Figure 3.10: Response around the cell with bipolar sinusoidal pulse: (a) Max-
imum pore density and (b) transmembrane potential around a 15 µm radius
spherical cell at the end of a 1 µs, single cycle bipolar sinusoidal pulse for
three electric field peak amplitudes (62 kV/m (dash-dotted line), 52 kV/m
(solid line), 42 kV/m (dashed line)).
poration needs to be studied. The model presented here needs to be exploited
further to simulate more results that can help comment on the effect of extra-
cellular conductivity and applied electric field parameters for suitable use in
applications. These simulations are described in the next chapter.

Chapter 4
Effect of Parameters on
Electroporation.
In the previous chapter, a numerical model for modelling single cell electropor-
ation under arbitrary applied electric field is presented along with discussion of
the preliminary results. This chapter describes more results obtained from the
numerical model of the previous chapter for a single cell exposed to an arbitrary
waveform electric field pulse. The simulation results presented in this chapter
are concentrated on how the efficiency of electroporation related applications
can be significantly improved by appropriately adjusting the parameters of the
applied electric field and the extracellular conductivity. Emphasis is given on
the normalization of the degree of electroporation for two cell sizes of 7.5 µm
and 15 µm radius.
Many biological applications require large molecules to be introduced into
the cellular cytoplasm without compromising cell function. Electroporation is
an effective method to obtain this. However, a large variety of parameters can
influence the efficacy of electroporation. Parameters of primary importance
are the conductivity of the cell interior, membrane and surrounding medium,
the amplitude, duration and waveform of applied electric field pulses, and the
radius/geometry of target cells. If the parameters are not appropriately op-
timized, then it is possible that at one extreme, electroporation may not occur
at all, or at the other extreme, cells may reach an unstable condition where
the induced membrane pores continue to expand, compromising membrane
integrity leading to lysis (loss of cell viability). In addition, the efficiency of
electroporation depends on many other physical and chemical properties of the
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extracellular medium such as ionic strength and composition (Rols and Teissie´,
1989; Djuzenova et al., 1996; Pucihar et al., 2001), osmotic pressure (Rols and
Teissie´, 1989; Golzio et al., 1998), and temperature (Rols et al., 1994) before
and after electroporation.
Conventional electroporation methods typically use unipolar electric field
pulses that are either rectangular or exponential decay in form. Such methods
have serious shortcomings. It is well known that unipolar pulses typically lead
to asymmetrical pore formation which is not optimal for most electroporation
applications (DeBruin and Krassowska, 1999; Tekle et al., 1990; Teissie´ and
Rols, 1993; Mehrle et al., 1985; Gabriel and Teissie´, 1997). Conventional uni-
polar pulses introduce a significant cellular radius/geometry dependency on
the level of electroporation which, also is not optimal for applications that
include heterogeneous populations of target cell radii/geometries. Finally, use
of bipolar pulses has been found to reduce electrolytic contamination that oc-
curs due to release of metal ions from electrodes and dissociation of medium
constituents during electroporation, thus reducing the detrimental effects of
electroporation on the cells (Kotnik et al., 2001a).
The most recent publication by Chen et al. (2008) reports experimental
results on efficiency of cell membrane electroporation using alternating fields of
frequencies 20 kHz -160kHz. Their study confirms that efficient electroporation
may be achieved using ac fields and raises the possibility of a wider range of
clinical and laboratory applications using ac field with appropriate parameters
and avoiding use of invasive needle electrodes.
To help predict the choice of primary electrically-based parameters for op-
timal electroporation, there is need for a model which can simulate electropor-
ation taking into consideration the non-linear dynamic dependence of the pore
density on several applied electric field and cellular dielectric parameters sim-
ultaneously. This chapter presents such simulations and relevant discussions.
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4.1 Important Parameters affecting Electrop-
ermeabilization
4.1.1 Effect of extracellular conductivity
Few studies exist about the effect of extracellular conductivity σex on elec-
tropermeabilization. A number of empirical studies have been reported about
the effect of different ranges of extracellular conductivity σex on permeab-
ilization of various cells (Pucihar et al., 2001). One series of studies has
shown that the threshold value for permeabilization of Chinese hamster ovary
cells is independent of the ionic strength of the pulsing medium (Rols and
Teissie´, 1989). The actual conductivities of the pulsing medium were not
given. Another study indicated that the percentage of permeabilized green al-
gae cells (Chlamydomonasreinhardtii) decreases if extracellular conductivity
decreases (the range of conductivities was from 5.6×10−3 to 3.5×10−2 S/m)
(Golzio et al., 1998). Another investigation showed that decreasing the extra-
cellular conductivity results in lower viability of the cells, however the range
of conductivity tested was quite narrow (8×10−2 to 3.7×10−1 S/m) (Djuzen-
ova et al., 1996). Research from a separate group confirmed the theoretical
predictions that the membrane relaxation time constant decreases with in-
creasing extracellular conductivity, although their studies were performed on
artificial lipid bilayers, and only in a range of very low conductivities (up to
5×10−3 S/m) (Lojewska et al., 1989).
Another investigation of a broader range of conductivities between 1.1×10−3
to 1.61 S/m reported that medium conductivity influences the survival of the
cells, while no detectable effect was observed on electropermeabilization of the
cells (Pucihar et al., 2001). While all above mentioned experiments use uni-
polar electric fields, another study using bipolar electric field reports increased
electropermeabilization efficiency due to reduced electrolytic contamination
(Kotnik et al., 2001a). The actual extracellular conductivities used for the
bipolar pulse experiments are not mentioned. The electrolytic contamination
was reported as being higher for higher levels of extracellular concentration
when using unipolar pulses. Another study which uses a single square pulse,
unipolar square wave and bipolar square wave for DNA transfection of cells, re-
ports increased number of transformants with DNA concentration and highest
transfection efficiency with a bipolar pulse followed by a unipolar pulse (Tekle
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et al., 1991).
4.1.2 Effect of applied electric field frequency
Owing to the variable nature of biological growth dynamics, all electropora-
tion applications treat cells that have some range of cell size. Although this
range may only be in the order of a few percent, some applications may have
ranges exceeding 200 percent (Foster and Schwan, 1996). As such, whatever
the application, there may be a substantial benefit of being able to normalize
the degree of electropermeabilization (pore density) with respect to cell ra-
dius/size. It has been shown through passive modelling of bipolar electric field
induced transmembrane potential Vm, that as the frequency of a similar amp-
litude applied electric field is increased, transmembrane potential reduces and
becomes less dependent on cell radius (Grosse and Schwan, 1992). However,
whether this effect translates to dynamic modelling of electroporation, is not
established. This is presented in section 4.3.2.
4.2 Modelling Methodology
The numerical model recently developed (Talele and Gaynor, 2007) and presen-
ted in Chapter 3, that predicts the development of transmembrane potential
Vm, and pore density N , once the various parameters of the cell system and
applied electric field are chosen, is used in this chapter. We investigate what
combination of fundamental parameter values could provide optimal electro-
poration in a range of possible applications. It was shown in Chapter 3, Figure
3.9 and 3.10, that short unipolar electric fields were not conducive to optimal
symmetrical electroporation dynamics. As such, only bipolar electric field
pulses (square and sinusoidal wave) are investigated here. A single cell is ex-
posed to a variety of bipolar electric field strengths and waveforms for a range
of extracellular conductivity at two different frequencies and two different cell
radii to simulate pore density.
For in vitro applications, water-based media is generally used which has a
fairly constant permittivity, and in vivo applications usually have a bulk tissue
permittivity not that dissimilar to water (Foster and Schwan, 1996). There-
fore, although the model is able to vary this parameter, effects of variation in
external permittivity are not considered important thus not presented.
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Although there is some variation in the conductivity and permittivity
amongst the cell membrane and cell cytoplasm of various cells, it is usually not
substantial (Foster and Schwan, 1996). Thus, although the model is capable
of varying these parameters, the effects of such variation are not presented in
this study.
4.3 Simulation Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Effect of extracellular conductivity on permeabil-
ization
To cover the range of most electroporation applications ( in vitro and in vivo)
the electropermeabilization model developed and presented in Chapter 3 was
used to compare the pore density N , when a single spherical cell is exposed to
a variety of bipolar peak field strengths and waveforms, for a range of extra-
cellular conductivity from 1×10−2 to 4 S/m. Figure 4.1 shows the variation
in terminal N (pore density at the end of the pulse duration) with respect
to extracellular conductivity σex, and the induced transmembrane potential
Vm for four different waveforms of applied electric field pulse (two-cycles of
bipolar sine, square, rectangular, and triangle), with a frequency of 100 kHz.
Figure 4.2 shows similar plots for the four different waveforms of applied elec-
tric field pulse for the same conditions as Figure 4.1, but with a frequency of
1 MHz.
As observed in Figures 4.1(c) and 4.2(c) there is a clear variation in terminal
pore density with change in extracellular conductivity for the different wave-
forms. This indicates that electropermeabilization is substantially affected by
extracellular conductivity, and the combination of the waveform and peak amp-
litude of the applied field. The square wave electric field appears to provide
the maximum pore density for a given extracellular conductivity. Comparison
of Figure 4.1(b) and Figure 4.2(b) clearly illustrates the increasing of pore
density dependency on the time the electric field induces a transmembrane
potential above the threshold required for electroporation (±1 V).
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Figure 4.1: Response to 100 kHz electric fields at varying σex. (a) Two-cycle
sine wave (solid bold), square wave (solid), rectangular wave (dashed), and
triangle wave (dash-dotted) electric field pulses applied to a 15 µm radius cell.
The amplitude of all four waveforms is 51 kV/m peak, with a frequency of
100 kHz. (b) Induced transmembrane potential for the corresponding applied
electric field pulse, with σex = 1.2 S/m. (c) Terminal pore density as a function
of σex for each of the applied field pulses.
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Figure 4.2: Response to 1 MHz electric fields at varying σex. (a) Two-cycle
sine wave (solid bold), square wave (solid), rectangular wave (dashed), and
triangle wave (dash-dotted) electric field pulses applied to a 15 µm radius cell.
The amplitude of all four waveforms is 51 kV/m peak, with a frequency of
1 MHz. (b) Induced transmembrane potential for the corresponding applied
electric field pulse, with σex = 1.2 S/m. (c) Terminal pore density as a function
of σex for each of the applied field pulses.
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4.3.2 Frequency dependence of electropermeabilization
in a heterogeneous population of cell radii/sizes.
To determine effect of electric field frequency on electropermeabilization in a
heterogeneous population of cell radii/sizes to dynamic electroporation mod-
elling, two higher frequency electric field pulses of 100 kHz and 1 MHz were
used for electropermeabilization. Two substantially (yet realistically) different
cell radii of 7.5 µm, and 15 µm were considered.
Figure 4.3 shows pore density for 7.5 µm and 15 µm radius cells exposed
to a two-cycle sine wave electric field pulse of 100 kHz and 1 MHz. The peak
amplitude of the electric field, Ep was set to provide an average terminal pore
density (for the two cell radii) of approximately 3×1013 pores/m2 (presented
by Hibino et al. (1991) as being within a good range of permeabilization), at
a extracellular conductivity of 0.2 S/m. It is evident from Figure 4.3 that
the 1 MHz electric field pulse reduces the relative difference in pore density
between the two cell sizes. However, a significantly higher peak amplitude of
electric field is required to create the same level of average pore density, when
a sine-wave electric field is applied.
Figure 4.4 shows a similar result for a square wave electric field pulse of
100 kHz and 1 MHz. Although the required square wave electric field amp-
litude is less than the equivalent frequency sine wave, the relative difference in
pore density between the two cell sizes is greater than the sine wave result for
the same average pore density at extracellular conductivity of 0.2 S/m. Fur-
ther, considering the results from Figure 4.4, it is apparent that the relative
difference of pore density between the two cell sizes is consistently lower for
the 1 MHz sine wave electric field compared to the square wave electric field,
even though the square wave electric field amplitude is always lower for an
equivalent pore density.
4.3.3 Simultaneous effect of extracellular conductivity
and applied field amplitude and frequency
It can be very complex and time consuming task to select the most appropriate
parameters for an electroporation application through individual trials. The
numerical model developed is used here to generate predictions of pore density
developed for the two chosen cell radii and frequencies, when exposed to a range
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Figure 4.3: Response to 100 kHz and 1 MHz sine wave electric field for varying
extracellular conductivity. Pore density versus extracellular conductivity for
7.5 µm and 15 µm radius cells exposed to two-cycles of a sine wave electric
field of (a) Ep = 90 kV/m, and f = 100 kHz, and (b) Ep = 147 kV/m, and f
= 1 MHz.
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Figure 4.4: Response to 100 kHz and 1 MHz square wave field for varying
extracellular conductivity. Pore density versus extracellular conductivity for
7.5 µm and 15 µm radius cells exposed to two-cycles of a square wave electric
field of (a) Ep = 86 kV/m, and f = 100 kHz, and (b) Ep = 112 kV/m, and f
= 1 MHz
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of values of extracellular conductivity and applied electric field amplitude.
Figure 4.5 shows the effect of extracellular conductivity and electric field
amplitude on the pore density. Extracellular conductivity values range from
0.01 S/m to 4.0 S/m, and peak electric field amplitude, Ep for a two-cycle
100 kHz sine wave ranges from 0 to 120 kV/m. In order to determine the pore
density trend, two electric field frequencies (100 kHz and 1 MHz), two electric
field waveforms (sine and square wave), and two cell radii, (7.5 µm and 15 µm)
were used.
Similarly, Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show how pore density
varies with both extracellular conductivity and peak electric field amplitude,
Ep for a two-cycle 1 MHz sine wave, two-cycle 100 kHz square wave, and a
two-cycle 1 MHz square wave electric field respectively.
It is apparent from the diverging nature of the two contours of N =
3×1013 pores/m2 (given by Hibino et al. (1991) as within a good range of
electropermeabilization) in Figure 4.5(b), Figure 4.6(b), Figure 4.7(b) and
Figure 4.8(b), that to minimize the relative difference in pore density between
the large and small cells, extracellular conductivity should be kept as small as
possible while Ep is chosen to fall mid-way between the constant pore density
limits defined by the 7.5 µm and 15 µm cells for that extracellular conductivity.
Electropermeabilization of both cell sizes begins at a lower amplitude for the
square wave electric field amplitude compared to the sine wave. Additionally,
pore density diverges more rapidly between the large cell and small cell, at
higher extracellular conductivity, for the square wave electric field compared
to the sine wave.
Comparing the contour plots, it is apparent that for achieving the highest
degree of electroporation normalization for the radii variation considered, choos-
ing a lower extracellular conductivity and/or choosing a higher pulse frequency
would be appropriate. Of course the corresponding electric field amplitude re-
quired would be larger in both cases. At high extracellular conductivity the
effect of practical increase in AC frequency is negligible. The high extracellu-
lar conductivity reduces the membrane relaxation time constant (Talele and
Gaynor, 2007) and forces pore density to be almost proportional to cell radius.
The apparent indication is that cells of substantially various sizes can not be
close to uniformly electroporated in a surrounding media of around 1.6 S/m
(which is a typical physiological medium conductivity (Pucihar et al., 2001))
using bipolar pulses up to and around 1 MHz in frequency. This finding is
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Figure 4.5: Response to 100 kHz sine wave electric field at varying extracellular
conductivity and field strength.(a) Pore density variation versus extracellular
conductivity and applied field pulse amplitude for a 100 kHz sine wave electric
field of two-cycles. Upper surface: cell radius = 15 µm; lower surface: cell
radius = 7.5 µm. (b) Contours of the intersection of the two surfaces in (a) at
a pore density of N = 3×1013 m−2.
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Figure 4.6: Response to 1 MHz sine wave electric field at varying extracellular
conductivity and field strength. (a) Pore density variation versus extracellular
conductivity and applied field pulse amplitude for a 1 MHz sine wave electric
field of two-cycles. Upper surface: cell radius = 15 µm; lower surface: cell
radius = 7.5 µm. (b) Contours of the intersection of the two surfaces in (a) at
a pore density of N = 3×1013 m−2.
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Figure 4.7: Response to 100 kHz square wave electric field at varying extracel-
lular conductivity and field strength. (a) Pore density variation versus extra-
cellular conductivity and applied field pulse amplitude for a 100 kHz square
wave electric field of two-cycles. Upper surface: cell radius = 15 µm; lower
surface: cell radius = 7.5 µm. (b) Contours of the intersection of the two
surfaces in (a) at a pore density of N = 3×1013 m−2.
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Figure 4.8: Response to 1 MHz square wave electric field at varying extracellu-
lar conductivity and field strength. (a) Pore density variation versus extracel-
lular conductivity and applied field pulse amplitude for a 1 MHz square wave
electric field of two-cycles. Upper surface: cell radius = 15 µm; lower surface:
cell radius = 7.5 µm. (b) Contours of the intersection of the two surfaces in
(a) at a pore density of N = 3×1013 m−2.
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subject to the assumption that closely neighbouring cells do not create a sub-
stantially non-linear electric field gradient that amplifies the electric field at
the polar ends of cells, as the model assumes there is a uniform applied electric
field. This assumption is supported by Pavlin et al. (2002); Qin et al. (2005)
who show that a lowering of the field strength is observed in multicellular,
tissue-like structures. This assumption is valid for suspensions in which the
cells represent less than one percent of the total suspension volume (Kotnik,
2003).
4.4 Conclusion
Results from the present study indicate that the efficiency of electroporation
related applications can be significantly improved through symmetrical elec-
tropermeabilization and normalization of the degree of electroporation, by ap-
propriately adjusting the parameters of the applied bipolar electric field pulse
and the conductivity of the external medium.
The results also show that it may be very difficult for cells of substantially
different sizes to be close to uniformly electroporated if surrounded by media
with a conductivity higher than around 5×10−2 S/m for 100 kHz pulses, or
0.2 S/m for 1 MHz pulses. Since typical in vivo applications have an external
conductivity equal to the physiological conductivity in the region of 1.6 S/m
(Pucihar et al., 2001), it is unlikely that normalization of the degree of elec-
troporation can be achieved in these applications.
For achieving as normalized as possible electroporation for the radii/size
variation required in a particular application, using a lower extracellular con-
ductivity and/or higher electric field frequency would be preferable. There is,
however, a limit to how low the external conductivity and how high the fre-
quency can be made, as the applied electric field amplitude must stay within
practical limits. Considering 3×1013 pores/m2 as the required pore density,
extracellular conductivity could be as low as 0.08 to 0.37 S/m for a 7.5 µm cell
radius and peak electric field of 120 kV/m (depending on the pulse shape and
frequency detailed here). For a 15 µm cell radius extracellular conductivity
could be as low as 0.05−0.22 S/m (again depending on the pulse shape and
frequency).
It is apparent that the relative difference of pore density between the two
cell sizes investigated is consistently lower for the sine wave electric field com-
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pared to the square wave electric field, even though the square wave electric
field amplitude is always lower for an equivalent pore density.
4.4.1 Limitations of this model
At present the model developed can only predict the electropermeabilization
results for spherical cells in a uniform electric field. Including other shapes of
cells and a non-linear electric field gradient would require substantial altera-
tion to the model. The pore radius is assumed to remain constant irrespective
of other parameters. The effect on pore radius could be a subject of future
study. The model only considers the effect of variation of the electrical para-
meters in electroporation. The effect of other physical and chemical properties
of the electropermeabilization system are not simulated. Although the elec-
trical parameters have the greatest effect on electroporation dynamics, the
other properties may need to be included at some stage in an ultimate model
of electroporation. Such inclusion of additional parameters may improve sim-
ulations and provide additional information.
The model described in Chapter 3 and used in this chapter is efficient in
handling arbitrary waveshapes as fields, to which the cell is exposed. This
model assumes all pores to be of the same size of about 0.76 nm. Model based
on this assumption is useful for comparing onset of pore density dependent on
various parameters such as cell radius, peak electric field, extracellular and in-
tracellular fluid permittivity and conductivity. Although, this approach gives
a fair indication of the extent of electroporation in terms of pore density, the
inclusion of radius evolution can give a more realistic picture of the extent of
electroporation because pore radius and pore numbers affect the transmem-
brane potential, which in turn affects the pore density and the pore radii
spatially and temporally.

Chapter 5
Modelling Single Cell
Electroporation: Inclusion of
Pore Radii
The model described in Chapter 3 and used in Chapter 4 is efficient in handling
arbitrary waveshapes as fields to which the cell is exposed. This model also
assumes all pores to be of the same size of about 0.76 nm. Models based on this
assumption are useful for comparing onset of pore density dependent on various
parameters such as cell radius, peak electric field, extracellular and intracellular
fluid conductivity. Although, this approach gives a fair indication of the extent
of electroporation in terms of pore density, the approximation that all pores
have the same size, that do not change with time, may not be most appropriate.
There is a need to model electroporation so as to reflect the growth or shrinkage
of pore radii with time, as well as efficiently handle arbitrary waveshapes of
electric fields. The additional information about pore radius evolution can
give a more realistic picture of the extent of electroporation, especially if one
is to model for longer times or if an application required the existence of larger
pores. Pore radius and pore numbers can affect the transmembrane potential,
which in turn can affect pore density and radius.
Previous reported models include spatial and temporal aspects of pore
radius evolution (Smith et al., 2004; Krassowska and Filev, 2007), however,
the electric fields used in these models were limited to unipolar DC pulses.
In this chapter a model is developed for single spherical cell electroporation
that simulates spatial and temporal aspects of pore radius as an effect of any
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given form of applied electric field (including unipolar and bipolar), and other
important electroporation system parameters. In particular, a single spherical
cell of 15 µm radius, under the application of a 2 µs DC unipolar pulse and
two-cycles of a 1 MHz sinusoidal AC pulse is modelled. The transmembrane
potential and pore radius at various polar angular positions about the cell
membrane and as a function of time are presented.
Then two cell radii (15 µm and 7.5 µm) are considered, and fractional pore
area (FPA) is calculated to compare the extent of electropermeabilization at
varying extracellular conductivities and the effect of higher frequency sinus-
oidal AC pulses. The simulation results are used to compare the extent of
electroporation in response to sinusoidal AC (bipolar) electric field pulses of
two different frequencies in a range of extracellular conductivity for the two
cell radii. The results show that the number of pores and their radii tend to
be more normalized when an AC (bipolar) field is used when compared to a
DC (unipolar) field. It is also observed that a 1 MHz bipolar sinusoidal ap-
plied electric field pulse reduces the relative difference in fractional pore area
between the two cell sizes compared to a 100 kHz pulse. However, a signific-
antly higher amplitude is required to create the same level of average fractional
pore area.
5.1 Model of a Single Cell
Consider a spherical cell of radius a with intracellular conductivity σin. The
cell is immersed in a medium with conductivity σex. This system is exposed
to a time-varying electric field E(t). Azimuthal symmetry about the axis of
the applied electric field is assumed.
5.1.1 Transmembrane potential
It is assumed that the intracellular and extracellular regions are source free.
The homogeneous external electric field of strength E(t) is used as a boundary
condition, the potential being fixed at
Φ(3a, θ) = −3aE(t) cos θ, (5.1)
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on a sphere of radius 3a surrounding the cell, where θ is the polar angle.
Since there are no sources inside the region, the potential obeys Laplace’s
equation except at the cell membrane at a radial distance of (r = a) where
the potential is discontinuous because of the abrupt change in conductivity
and the approximated infinitely thin membrane. Thus internal and external
potentials can be defined as,
Φ(r, θ) =
{
Φin(r, θ) r < a,
Φex(r, θ) a < r < 3a.
(5.2)
The current across the membrane is used to relate the internal and external
potentials (DeBruin and Krassowska, 1999), that is,
−rˆ · (σin∇Φin(a, θ)) = −rˆ · (σex∇Φex(a, θ)) = Cm∂Vm
∂t
+ Jm (5.3)
where
Vm(θ) = Φin(a, θ)− Φex(a, θ). (5.4)
Here rˆ is the unit outward radial vector, Cm is the specific membrane capacit-
ance, Vm is the transmembrane potential and Jm is the current density at the
cell membrane due to existing pores.
The current density is made up of three terms as follows,
Jm = Jion + Jsml + Jlge, (5.5)
where Jion = gm(Vm−Vrest) is the ionic current density (DeBruin and Krassowska,
1999), (gm is the specific membrane conductance, and Vrest is the membrane
rest potential).
The remaining two current density terms are explained in the following
paragraphs. Jsml, is the current density through small pores and is given by
Jsml = Nisml(r), (5.6)
where N is the pore density of the initial small pores formed and isml(r) is the
diffusion current through a single pore of radius r (and is true for small pores
only). As previously introduced in section 2.4.1, Equation 2.23 for isml based
upon the Nernst-Planck equation models, is used for pore radius below 1 nm.
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We repeat Equation 2.23 here for completeness:
isml =
pir2σpsvmRT
Fh
· (e
vm − 1)
(G−evm −G+) (5.7)
with
G± =
w0e
w0±nvm ± nvm
w0 ± nvm . (5.8)
Equation 5.7 for pore current isml accounts for the electrical interactions between
the ions and the pore wall (DeBruin and Krassowska, 1999).
Now, assume Q larger pores exist, and ilge is the current through the elec-
tropores larger than 1 nm. Then, Jlge is the total current density through Q
larger pores; rq being the radius of the q
th pore. Hence,
Jlge =
1
A
Q∑
q=1
ilge(rq) (5.9)
where A is the corresponding cell surface area. For these larger pores, the
current-voltage relationship assumes that the transmembrane potential Vm oc-
curs across the sum of pore resistance Rp and the series input resistance Rin
(Smith et al., 2004; Newman, 1966), as follows:
ilge(r) =
Vm
Rp +Rin
, (5.10)
where
Rp =
h
piσpsr2q
, (5.11)
and
Rin =
1
2σpsrq
. (5.12)
5.1.2 Formation of pores
Initially pores are assumed to be formed with the minimum-energy radius rm
= 0.76 nm, at a rate given by Equation 2.9, repeated here for completeness,
dN
dt
= ψe(Vm/Vep)
2
(
1− N
Neq(Vm)
)
. (5.13)
As described in section 2.4, N is the pore density of the initial small pores
formed, ψ is the creation rate coefficient and Neq is the equilibrium pore density
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Table 5.1: Geometric, electrical and electroporation parameters.
Symbol Value Description
a 15.0 (µm) cell radius
Cm 10
−2 (Fm−2) specific membrane capacitancea
h 5.0 (nm) membrane thicknessb
gm 1.9 (Sm
−2) specific membrane conductanceb
Vrest –80 (mV) membrane rest potential
b
σin 0.3 (S m
−1) intracellular conductivityc
σex 1.2 (Sm
−1) extracellular conductivityd
r∗ 0.51 (nm) minimum radius of hydrophilic porese
rm 0.76 (nm) minimum energy radius at Vm=0
e
T 295 (K) absolute room temperatureb
n 0.15 relative entrance length of poresb
b 2.46 pore creation constantb
Vep 258 (mV) characteristic voltage of electroporation
b
N0 1.5× 109 (m−2) initial pore densityb
w0 2.65 energy barrier within pore
b
ψ 1× 109 (m−2s−1) creation rate coefficientb
aValues taken from Smith et al. (2004).
bValues taken from DeBruin and Krassowska (1999).
cValues taken from Kotnik et al. (1998).
dValues taken from Kotnik and Miklavcˆicˆ (2000).
eValues taken from Glaser et al. (1988).
for a voltage Vm given by
Neq(Vm) = N0e
b(Vm/Vep)
2
. (5.14)
Here, N0 is the initial pore density with no applied electric field, Vep is the
characteristic voltage of electroporation and b is the pore creation constant
equal to (rm/r∗)2, where r∗ is the minimum radius of hydrophilic pores and
rm the minimum-energy radius (Neu and Krassowska, 2003). All parameter
values are as given in Table 5.1.
5.1.3 Evolution of pore radii
The pores that are initially created with minimum-energy radius rm change
in size. This change supports minimizing the energy of the entire lipid bilayer
(Weaver and Chizmadzhev, 1996). Evolution of the radius of a pore is governed
by Equations 5.15–5.16 (Smith et al., 2004). The lipid bilayer energy depends
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Table 5.2: Summary of parameters used in simulation for evolution of pore
radii.
Symbol Value Description
wed 1.8× 10−11 (Jm−1) edge energya
ξ0 1× 10−6 (Jm−2) tension of the bilayer without poresb
ξ′ 2× 10−2 (Jm−2) tension of hydrocarbon-water interfacea
Fmax 0.70× 10−9 (NV−2) max electric force for Vm = 1 Va
rh 0.97× 10−9 (m) constantb
rt 0.31× 10−9 (m) constantb
Df 5× 10−14 ( m−2s−1) diffusion coefficient of the pore radiusb
aValues taken from Smith et al. (2004).
bValues taken from Krassowska and Filev (2007).
on a number of parameters involving the pore radius, electrostatic interaction
between the lipid heads, pore edge energy, membrane tension and the electric
force acting on the pore. The lipid bilayer energy is given by Equation 2.5,
repeated here for completeness,
wm =
Q∑
q=1
[
wst
(
r∗
rq
)4
+ 2piwedrq − piξeff(Ap)r2q +
∫ rq
0
Fp(rq, Vm)dr
]
. (5.15)
All the terms in this equation are explained in section 2.3.2. The rate of change
of pore radii is given by (Smith et al., 2004)
drq
dt
= −Df
kT
∂wm
∂rq
, q = 1, 2, ..., Q (5.16)
where Df is the diffusion coefficient of the pore radius, k is Boltzman’s constant
and T is the absolute temperature. All parameter values used in simulation
are as given in Table 5.2.
5.2 Numerical Implementation
The model described above is implemented in MATLAB. The following de-
scription of model geometry is illustrated in figure 5.1. Azimuthal symmetry
about the axis of the applied electric field is assumed. Extracellular space of
2a is simulated about the cell. The intra and extracellular space is discretized
using spherical co-ordinates, such that ri = i∆r (i = 1, . . . , 51) and θj = j∆θ
(j = 0, . . . , 24), thus ∆r = 3a/51 and ∆θ = pi/24. Due to azimuthal symmetry,
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Figure 5.1: Spherical cell model geometry showing the radius and angle dis-
cretization used in the numerical model.
discretization in θ results in 25 circular rings on the surface of the cell. Each
circular ring is modelled as a single discrete variable. Initially, each circular
ring of the cell membrane is assigned a pore density N0, of ‘small pores’, each
of the pores having identical radius rm, the minimum energy radius. Each ring
also has a transmembrane voltage Vm calculated as given below. The evolution
of pore radii is calculated as follows. Nj is the pore density for the j
th circular
ring on the cell membrane. In accordance with Equations 5.15 and 5.16, the
pore radius evolves. An array of radii variables, one element per large pore,
keeps track of these larger pore radii. The algorithm computes drq
dt
for the qth
pore at every time-step. If this quantity is positive, small pores expand in size.
If drq
dt
> 0, then for the jth ring of area Aj, an integer number of large
pore variables, namely floor(NjAj), are created. The small pore population
is decreased by the corresponding number of large pores that are created. To
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ensure that each pore is of a distinct value, the large pores are created at ran-
dom radii normally distributed about the minimum-energy radius, rm, with an
extremely small standard deviation (order of 10−20 m, a value small enough
and gives consistently repeatable results). An explicit Euler method is used for
solving the first order differential equations. A simulation with a time step of 2
ns gives results with good repeatability. For the calculation of transmembrane
potential Vm, the potential field Φ(r, θ, t) is modelled in and around the cell as
follows to calculate Φin and Φex. The finite difference method is used to solve
Laplace’s equation in a sphere surrounding the cell to give the electric poten-
tial. When discretized on r and θ as described above, the Laplace’s equation
becomes a large set of linear (algebraic) equations relating the values of Φ at
the discrete points. The external electric field is used as a boundary condition
at r = 3a. Current across the membrane is used as a boundary condition at
the cell membrane. Laplace’s equation written in spherical coordinates with
the assumption of azimuthal symmetry can be reduced to,
∂2Φ
∂r2
+
2
r
∂Φ
∂r
+
1
r2
∂2Φ
∂θ2
+
cot θ
r2
∂Φ
∂θ
= 0. (5.17)
For points on the boundary of this region, at r = 3a, Φ is made equal to the
value set by the boundary condition. For interior points not on the membrane,
the derivatives are approximated by finite differences of the cell, which gives
the system of linear equations,
∂Φ(ri, θj)
∂r
≈ Φ(ri+1, θj)− Φ(ri−1, θj)
2∆r
(5.18)
∂2Φ(ri, θj)
∂r2
≈ Φ(ri+1, θj)− 2Φ(ri, θj) + Φ(ri−1, θj)
∆r2
(5.19)
∂Φ(ri, θj)
∂θ
≈ Φ(ri, θj+1)− Φ(ri, θj−1)
2∆θ
(5.20)
∂2Φ(ri, θj)
∂θ2
≈ Φ(ri, θj+1)− 2Φ(ri, θj) + Φ(ri, θj−1)
∆θ2
. (5.21)
Substituting the discrete derivatives above into Laplace’s equation (Equa-
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tion 5.17) and simplifying gives,
− 2 [∆r2 + r2i∆θ2]Φ(ri, θj) + ri∆θ2 [ri −∆r] Φ(ri−1, θj)
+ ri∆θ
2 [ri + ∆r] Φ(ri+1, θj) + ∆r
2
[
1− 1
2
cot(θj)∆θ
]
Φ(ri, θj−1)
+ ∆r2
[
1 + 1
2
cot(θj)∆θ
]
Φ(ri, θj+1) = 0. (5.22)
In order to include the boundary condition involving the current at the cell
membrane, the radial derivatives of Φin and Φex must be estimated. Assume
α is the index such that rα = a (that is, the radial index that gives the
point on the cell membrane, see Figure 5.1). Consider ∂
∂r
Φin(r, θj) which is
approximated at r = a− 1
2
∆r and r = a− 3
2
∆r by
∂Φin
∂r
∣∣∣∣
(a−∆r
2
,θj)
≈ Φin(rα, θj)− Φin(rα−1, θj)
∆r
(5.23)
and
∂Φin
∂r
∣∣∣∣
(a− 3∆r
2
,θj)
≈ Φin(rα−1, θj)− Φin(rα−2, θj)
∆r
(5.24)
respectively. We can estimate ∂
∂r
Φin(a, θj) by linearly extrapolating from these
two points out to the membrane itself, so that
∂Φin
∂r
∣∣∣∣
(a,θj)
≈ ∂Φin
∂r
∣∣∣∣
(a−∆r
2
,θj)
+
1
2
(
∂Φin
∂r
∣∣∣∣
(a−∆r
2
,θj)
− ∂Φin
∂r
∣∣∣∣
(a− 3∆r
2
,θj)
)
≈ 3Φin(rα, θj)− 4Φin(rα−1, θj) + Φin(rα−2, θj)
2∆r
. (5.25)
Similarly ∂
∂r
Φex(a, θ) is computed at the membrane to give,
∂Φex
∂r
∣∣∣∣
(a,θj)
≈ −3Φex(rα, θj) + 4Φex(rα+1, θj)− Φex(rα+2, θj)
2∆r
. (5.26)
All these finite difference equations along with the boundary conditions are
expressed as a system of linear equations. They are solved at each time step,
using the LU-decomposition method to give the solution of the Laplace equa-
tion. The value of transmembrane potential Vm is calculated as Vm = Φin −
Φex at the membrane for each θj.
Depending on the parameter values a high number of pores may be formed.
The total simulation time depends on the number of large pores created by the
applied electric pulse. Strong pulses may create many pores, thus requiring
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long simulation times. To speed up computation in the event of such large
numbers of pores forming (i.e. > 104), pores are ‘created in groups’ of identical
pore radius. A single radius variable describes the radius of all pores in a group,
thus reducing the number of radius variables required. The size of this group
is selected as required, based on the total number of pores and number of
variables the computer can handle.
To confirm the accuracy of this model, the model results for the trans-
membrane potential Vm were initially compared with results obtained by cal-
culating the transmembrane potential Vm using analytical solutions given by
Holzapfel et al. (1982) as presented in section 2.5.7. Solutions to the numerical
model and the analytical model were obtained for applied bipolar sinusoidal
pulse electric fields (20 kV/m and 40 kV/m at a frequency of 100 kHz) and
(40 kV/m,60 kV/m and 80 kV/m at a frequency of 1 MHz), each amplitude is
less than that required for onset of electroporation, as the analytical solution
does not model the non-linear effects of membrane electroporation. As seen
in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, it is found that the steady state model solution
follows the analytical solution very closely. For a sinusoidal excitation electric
field, applied at time t = −∞, Equation 2.65 applies. The model assumes the
field is applied at t = 0 so the transient rise in potential is apparent. This
confirms that the developed numerical model is a valid numerical calculation
technique.
Figure 5.4 shows the transmembrane potential evolution at four differnet
angles when the numerical model developed was provided with the same geo-
metric, electrical and electroporation parameters as given by Krassowska and
Filev (2007). This model by Krassowska and Filev (2007) includes provision
for non-linear electroporation dynamics including pore radius evolution to a
unipolar electric field step. The induced transmembrane potential at θ = 0
as shown in Figure 5.4 is very close to that reported by Krassowska and Filev
(2007), indicating that the pore dynamics had been correctly calculated in the
model presented here.
Induced transmembrane potential and pore radii evolution to a bipolar
electric field is not available in literature. The simulation results of this chapter
present these.
The model developed in this chapter can thus simulate the electropermeab-
ilization response including pore radii evolution of a spherical cell exposed to
any reasonable (practical) electric field varying arbitrarily in amplitude with
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Figure 5.2: Cell response to 100 kHz bipolar sinusoidal pulse: Superposition of
the analytical and numerical model solutions for the induced transmembrane
potential (a) For peak electric field of 40kV/m: analytical(black dash dot) and
numerical model(blue) (b) For peak electric field of 20kV/m: analytical(black
solid) and numerical model(green).
time.
5.3 Simulation Results
Details of temporal and spatial evolution of transmembrane potential and pore
radius have not been reported in literature as yet. Thus, simulations are car-
ried out for evolution of transmembrane potential and pore radius for two
applied electric field pulses (DC and AC) for a single spherical cell. Of par-
ticular interest is the cell charging time, pore creation time and pore radius
evolution time (Krassowska and Filev, 2007). Cell charging is the time from
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Figure 5.3: Cell response to 1 MHz bipolar sinusoidal pulse: Superposition
of the analytical and numerical model solutions for the induced transmem-
brane potential (a) For peak electric field of 80kV/m: analytical(black dash
dot) and numerical model(magenta) (b) For peak electric field of 60kV/m:
analytical(black dash) and numerical model(blue) (c) For peak electric field of
40kV/m: analytical(black solid) and numerical model(green).
first application of external electric field to the formation of the first additional
pore on the cell membrane. Pore creation phase is time from the first pore to
the time of the last pore formed. The remaining time in the simulation is the
pore radius evolution time.
5.3.1 Evolution of transmembrane potential, formation
of pores, and pore radius evolution
Figures 5.5 to 5.12 show the transmembrane potential and the pore radius
evolution around the circumference of a 15 µm radius cell in two individual
cases: when a 2 µs, 94.7 kV/m DC electric field pulse is applied, and when a
sinusoidal AC (1 MHz), 235 kV/m amplitude electric field pulse is applied for
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Figure 5.4: Cell response (Transmembrane potential evolution)to a DC pulse:
Transmembrane potential evolution at angles 0◦ to 60◦ around the cell mem-
brane for a DC applied electric field pulse of 40 kV/m to a cell of 50 µm
radius.
the same length of time. The peak amplitude (Ep) of the electric field in each
case was set to provide a terminal FPA at the end of 2 µs of approximately
0.015% (presented by Hibino et al. (1991) as being within good range of per-
meabilization). All the other parameters in the model are kept identical for
both simulations.
Figures 5.5, 5.6 (DC case), and 5.9, 5.10 (AC case) show the evolution of
the transmembrane potential at various positions around the cell. Figures 5.7,
5.8 (DC case) and 5.11, 5.12 (AC case) show the evolution of pores at various
positions around the cell. Each black line represents evolution of the first few
pores modelled individually since there are only few additional pores formed
at the beginning. Each green line represents evolution of a group of pores
(groups of 20 pores in these simulations) as many pores begin to be created.
The number in the right hand corner of these figures indicate the number of
pores eventually formed at the particular polar (θ) position. At the angular
positions not shown in these figures (θ = 60◦ to 120◦), there are no new pores
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Figure 5.5: Transmembrane potential evolution at angles 0◦ to 60◦ around the
cell membrane for a DC applied electric field pulse of 94.7 kV/m magnitude.
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Figure 5.6: Transmembrane potential evolution at angles 120◦ to 180◦ around
the cell membrane for a DC applied electric field pulse of 94.7 kV/m magnitude.
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Figure 5.7: Pore radius evolution at angles 0◦ to 60◦ around the cell membrane
for a DC applied electric field pulse of 94.7 kV/m magnitude. Black lines
represent individual pores, green lines represent groups of 20 pores.
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Figure 5.8: Pore radius evolution at angles 120◦ to 180◦ around the cell mem-
brane for a DC applied electric field pulse of 94.7 kV/m magnitude. Black
lines represent individual pores, green lines represent groups of 20 pores.
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Figure 5.10: Transmembrane potential evolution at angles 120◦ to 180◦ around
the cell membrane for a two-cycle 1 MHz sinusoidal bipolar applied electric
field pulse with 235 kV/m peak amplitude.
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Figure 5.11: Pore radius evolution at angles 0◦ to 60◦ around the cell mem-
brane for a two-cycle 1 MHz sinusoidal bipolar applied electric field pulse with
235 kV/m peak amplitude. Black lines represent individual pores, green lines
represent groups of 20 pores.
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created.
In the DC case, the time duration of 2 µs is chosen for the simulation so
that the fine temporal features of the relationships between the pore formation,
pore radii evolution and transmembrane potential evolution can be seen. As
observed in figures 5.7 and 5.8 the first pore is formed on position θ24 (at
0.42 µs) and the last pore for this particular pulse protocol is formed at position
θ6 (at 1.3 µs). This constitutes the pore creation phase (0.42 µs–1.3 µs). The
initial period when no pores are formed (0–0.42 µs) is the charging of the
cell membrane. Once transmembrane potential reaches a magnitude of about
1 V, pores start to form and expand/evolve. These time ranges for charging
and pore creation are specific to parameters (such as internal and external
conductivities)chosen in this simulation, and will vary with changes in the
parameters.
In the case when an AC field is applied, as seen in figures 5.11 and 5.12,
additional pores may form at the subsequent peak of transmembrane poten-
tial. This happens if the transmembrane potential at the particular position is
beyond the threshold value. This increases the pore creation time as compared
with DC pulses.
5.3.2 Frequency dependence of electropermeabilization
in a heterogeneous population of cell radii/sizes.
Owing to the variable nature of biological growth dynamics, all electroporation
applications treat cells of a range of sizes. Although this range may only be in
the order of a few percent, some applications may have ranges exceeding 200
percent (Foster and Schwan, 1996). As such, whatever the application, there
may be a substantial benefit of being able to normalize the degree of electrop-
ermeabilization (considered equivalent to the fractional pore area) with respect
to cell radius/size. Earlier passive and dynamic modelling of bipolar electric
field induced transmembrane potential, has indicated that as the frequency of
a constant amplitude applied electric field is increased, transmembrane poten-
tial reduces and becomes less dependent on cell radius (Grosse and Schwan,
1992; Talele and Gaynor, 2007). In order to achieve a transmembrane potential
high enough for EP, the electric field amplitude must be increased at higher
frequencies. To determine whether this effect translates to dynamic electro-
poration modelling that includes pore radii variability, two higher frequency
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electric field pulses of 100 kHz and 1 MHz were used for electropermeabiliza-
tion simulation. Two substantially (yet realistically) different cell radii of 15
µm and 7.5 µm were considered.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the fractional pore area for 7.5 µm and 15 µm
radius cells exposed to a two-cycle sine wave electric field pulse of 100 kHz
and 1 MHz respectively. The peak amplitude of the electric field, Ep was set
to provide an average terminal fractional pore area (for the two cell radii)
of approximately 0.015% (presented by Hibino et al. (1991) as being a good
level of permeabilization) at a σex of 0.2 S/m. It is seen from figures 5.13
and 5.14 that the relative difference in FPA between the two cell sizes at
extracellular conductivity of 0.2 S/m is 1.1 for 100 kHz and 0.6 for 1 MHz.
This relative difference increases as σex increases to a limit of approximately
1. For a physiological medium with σex = 1.2 S/m (as found in in vivo EP
applications), this relative difference is 0.93 for the 1 MHz two-cycle sine wave
electric field pulse and 1.0 for the 100 kHz electric field pulse when aiming at
a mean fractional pore area of 0.015%.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Evolution of transmembrane potential and pore
radius
For a DC pulse protocol, it is seen that during the charging phase, transmem-
brane potential Vm has a larger magnitude at hyperpolarized pole (position
θ = 180◦) as compared to the hypopolarized pole (position θ = 0◦) due to the
negative membrane rest potential of −80 mV. As an effect of this, the poration
on the hyperpolarized side occurs earlier than the hypopolarized side, in agree-
ment with reported experimental results in the literature (Hibino et al., 1993).
The model also predicts that the DC pulse creates more but smaller pores
on the hyperpolarized hemisphere (13406 pores) as against fewer and larger
pores on the hypopolarized hemisphere (8282 pores). The effect of higher pore
number dominates and is well reflected on the value of fractional pore area
as 0.016% against 0.013% for the two hemispheres, at the end of 2 µs. These
results are in agreement with experimental results (Hibino et al., 1993) and
modelling results (Krassowska and Filev, 2007) in the literature.
The number of pores at a particular position of the cell not only depends
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Figure 5.13: Fractional pore area versus extracellular conductivity for 7.5 µm,
and 15 µm cell radius exposed to a two-cycle sinusoidal bipolar applied electric
field pulse of 130 kV/m peak magnitude at 100 kHz.
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Figure 5.14: Fractional pore area versus extracellular conductivity for 7.5 µm,
and 15 µm cell radius exposed to a two-cycle sinusoidal bipolar applied electric
field pulse of 350 kV/m peak magnitude at 1 MHz
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on the transmembrane potential, but also on the condition of the remaining
cell membrane. This may be the plausible explanation of why more pores are
formed at θ = 7.5◦ and θ = 15◦ as well as at θ = 172.5◦ and θ = 165◦ as
compared to position θ = 0◦ and θ = 180◦ respectively. The pores near to the
non-polar regions tend to be larger in agreement with the modelling results of
Krassowska and Filev (2007).
5.4.2 Effect of field strength and frequency on pore dy-
namics
An important aim of this study was to explore the effects of bipolar pulse pro-
tocols and its parameters on electroporation. In general the peak transmem-
brane potential on the cell membrane increases with increasing unipolar field
strength up to a maximum value of around 1.43 V. Transmembrane potential
does not significantly exceed this limit because the net amount of electropora-
tion (which is measured by the final fractional pore area) depends sensitively
on transmembrane potential. The transmembrane potential increases initially
by capacitive charging. New pores in the membrane form and expand/evolve
due to electroporation and allow current to flow. This prevents further increase
of the transmembrane potential.
Fractional pore area is also found to increase with increasing electric field
magnitude. This is because additional pores form until their total area allows
sufficient current to flow to stop the increase of transmembrane potential. We
also note that the radii of the largest pores are smaller for stronger applied
fields. The fractional pore area increases in spite of this because, for strong
fields, many smaller pores (radii in the range 1–5 nm) are formed.
Similar trends are seen with bipolar (AC) pulse protocols at a fixed fre-
quency. However, to produce a given fractional pore area value, higher bipolar
field strengths must be used compared with unipolar (DC) field strengths for
the same overall pulse duration. More succinctly then, for a fixed electric field
amplitude, fractional pore area decreases with increasing frequency, as does the
total number of pores. This is to be expected because electroporation can only
occur when the field strength exceeds a certain threshold. For bipolar (AC)
fields at higher frequencies, the time intervals during which electroporation
can occur are clearly shorter.
For unipolar (DC) electric field pulses, the pores formed in electroporation
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have widely distributed radii (around 1–8 nm), with significant contributions
to the total fractional pore area from pores with radii in different size-ranges.
This is not the case for AC bipolar fields. For example, at 1 MHz, nearly all of
the total fractional pore area is contributed by pores with radii 1–3.4 nm. This
may be the reason why AC fields are reported to be gentler in experimental
research findings on electroporation (Chang and Reese, 1990; Tekle et al., 1991;
Chen et al., 2008).
It is evident from figures 5.13 and 5.14 that, considering 0.015% fractional
pore area as the desirable fractional pore area, two-cycles of 1 MHz sinus-
oidal bipolar electric field reduces the relative difference in fractional pore area
between the two cell sizes compared to two-cycles of a 100 kHz bipolar electric
field. However, a significantly higher amplitude is required to create the same
level of average fractional pore area. Lower values of extracellular conduct-
ivity are warranted for better normalization of the degree of electroporation
(fractional pore area), as higher values of extracellular conductivity increase
the relative difference in fractional pore area for cells of different radii/size.
Since typical in vivo applications have an extracellular conductivity equal to
the physiological conductivity in the region of 1.2 S/m (Kotnik et al., 1998), it
is unlikely that normalization of the degree of electroporation can be achieved
in these applications through utilization of higher frequency AC pulses. Typ-
ically, at higher extracellular conductivity, the required magnitude of electric
field also reduces.
5.5 Conclusion
The model is capable of simulating transmembrane potential and pore radii
formation/evolution when a cell is exposed to any form of electric field. The
results show that the pore radii tend to be more normalized when a bipolar
sinusoidal AC field pulse is used as compared to a DC field pulse of the same
duration. As a result, larger pore radii formation is more likely when a DC
unipolar field pulse is used. The results also show that better normalization
of the degree of electroporation, measured as fractional pore area FPA, espe-
cially at lower values of extracellular conductivity, can be achieved with use
of higher frequency (1 MHz) bipolar electric field as compared to 100 kHz.
Thus, choice of the electric field parameters (magnitude and frequency) and
the extracellular conductivity for optimum electropermeabilization is a trade
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off between parameters like the desired pore radii values, and normalization of
fractional pore area between the required cell radii/size.
5.5.1 Limitations of the model
The model described in this chapter is capable of simulating transmembrane
potential and pore radii formation/evolution when a cell is exposed to any
form of electric field, but only for single spherical cell. The model does not
consider media permittivity parameter. Including other shapes of cells and the
media permittivity would require substantial change to the model. The effect
of other physical and chemical properties of electropermeabilization system
are not simulated. Although the electrical parameters have the greatest effect
on electroporation dynamics, the other properties (temperature changes due to
heating of cells, swelling or shrinking of cells, effect of cholesterol or some injec-
ted drugs on cell membrane properties etc) may need to be included at some
stage in an ultimate model of electroporation. Such inclusion of additional
parameters may provide additional information.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
The work of this thesis has developed two models for simulating the dynamic
response of electroporation and shown that it is possible and preferential to
use bipolar electric field pulses for electroporation applications. The first
model assumes all identical small pores and is capable of simulating trans-
membrane potential and pore density temporally and spatially while the second
model is capable of simulating transmembrane potential and pore radii form-
ation/evolution, temporally and spatially when a cell is exposed to any form
of electric field. The simulations help define and highlight the advantages of
using the bipolar electric field pulses for electroporation.
In Chapter 3 a new method was presented to numerically model electro-
poration dynamics for a single spherical cell. This numerical model is based on
a piecewise time domain step response method incorporating pore formation
dynamics. Simulation results from this numerical model support the conclu-
sion that bipolar pulses can be used as an effective alternative to conventional
unipolar pulses in the applications of electropermeabilization. Simulations de-
scribe the dynamic electro-physical membrane behaviour of a single spherical
cell exposed to arbitrary electric fields. With reasonably accurate real system
parameters and assumption that the cells can be considered in isolation, the
model is a useful tool for prediction of transmembrane potential and pore dens-
ity when a cell is exposed to any form of electric field. An informed variation
of the parameters could then be made to maximize the efficacy for a specific
application.
Chapter 3 has demonstrated predicting the effect of the type of electric field
used, on transmembrane potential, pore density and the asymmetry between
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the two poles, nevertheless there are other significant physical and electrical
parameters that can affect electroporation. One very important physical para-
meter that can be varied for optimal electroporation, is the extracellular con-
ductivity. Also, the effect of frequency of the applied electric field needed
to be found out. Thus, more simulations were done and results presented in
Chapter 4. These results helped comment on the effect of extracellular con-
ductivity and applied electric field parameters for suitable use in applications.
Chapter 4 presents results that indicate that the efficiency of electropora-
tion related applications can be significantly improved through normalization
of the degree of electroporation, by appropriately adjusting the parameters
of the applied bipolar electric field pulse and the conductivity of the external
medium.
The results also show that it may be very difficult for cells of substantially
different sizes to be close to uniformly electroporated if surrounded by media
with a conductivity higher than around 5×10−2 S/m for 100 kHz pulses, or
0.2 S/m for 1 MHz pulses. Since typical in vivo applications have an external
conductivity equal to the physiological conductivity in the region of 1.2 S/m, it
is unlikely that normalization of the degree of electroporation can be achieved
in these applications solely by increasing the bipolar pulse frequency.
It is apparent that the relative difference of pore density between the two
cell sizes investigated is consistently lower for the sine wave electric field com-
pared to the square wave electric field, even though the square wave electric
field amplitude is always lower for an equivalent pore density.
The size of pores is an important characteristic of pore formation dur-
ing electroporation, especially when the cell is exposed to an electric field for
longer durations. Researchers have attempted to use a variety of electric field
strengths or pulse trains for variety of time durations, and found different res-
ults. Since the result could depend on a number of parameters involved in the
experiment, it becomes extremely difficult to predict the end result of electro-
poration. To solve this problem, a model that simulates spatial and temporal
aspects of pore radius as an effect of any given form of applied electric field
(including unipolar or bipolar), and other important electroporation system
parameters, is developed and presented in Chapter 5. Once the elctropora-
tion parameters are input to the model, this model is capable of simulating
the pore size distribution spatially and temporally. Todate, this has not been
addressed in the literature. Thus the thesis adds to better understanding of
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electroporation process.
The pore radii tend to be more normalized when a bipolar sinusoidal AC
field pulse is used as compared to a unipolar DC field pulse of the same dur-
ation. Thus, larger pore radii formation is likelier when a unipolar DC field
pulse is used.
Once again, considering 0.015% as the desired fractional pore area, simu-
lations have shown that two-cycles of 1 MHz sinusoidal bipolar electric field
reduces the relative difference in fractional pore area between the two cell
sizes compared to two-cycles of a 100 kHz bipolar electric field. However, a
significantly higher amplitude is required to create the same level of fractional
pore area. Lower values of extracellular conductivity (σex) are warranted for
better normalization of the degree of electroporation (fractional pore area),
as higher values of extracellular conductivity increase the relative difference
in the fractional pore area for cells of different radii/size. Typically, at higher
extracellular conductivity, the required magnitude of electric field also reduces.
Since typical in vivo applications have an external conductivity equal to the
physiological conductivity in the region of 1.2 S/m, it is unlikely that normal-
ization of the degree of electroporation can be achieved in these applications
solely through utilization of higher frequency AC pulses. Another way of at-
tempting to control fractional pore area FPA is using a train of pulses. The
magnitude, duration and frequency of each of the pulse in the train, as well
as the break time between two pulses can be altered suitably to control frac-
tional pore area. It could also be possible that pulse train dynamics could
improve normalization of fractional pore area with respect to the required cell
radii/size, but this is yet to be confirmed.
6.1 Future Work
Typically, cells exist in a multicellular environment,in which the electric field is
affected by the neighbouring cells. It is also known that cells can move when
exposed to AC field (via dielectrophoresis) (Schwan, 1989). The organelles
inside each cell can also affect electropermeabilization (Schwan, 1989; Beebe
and Schoenbach, 2005). There is a mention of surface conductivity around the
cell (Zimmermann and Neil, 1996), which could affect electropermeabilization.
When cells are placed in low conductivity solution, they swell, and this could
alter cell membrane tension, which affects electropermeabilization (Lee et al.,
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2002). Electric energy may manifest in terms of heat and may affect electro-
poration (Lee, 1992). All these parameters need to be included in modelling
so as to improve prediction of electroporation results. This information would
be be useful for physiological experts while applying electroporation thus to
help achieve optimum efficiencies in electroporation based applications.
Depending on the application for which the electroporation is being used,
there may be a particular necessity of a resultant output, to list a few import-
ant ones: pore density, fractional pore area, number of large pores and size of
the large pores. These parameters although cannot be practically measured as
yet, new nanotechonlogy instrumentation may be useful in the area. Until then
these will have to be inferred from the uptake of particular molecules, using
fluorescence methods, measuring conductivity of membrane an so on. Based on
the invariable physiological and electrical parameters there could be an ideal
set of variable parameters to be chosen. The invariable set of physiological
parameters could be the cell shape, cell radii, tissue structure, intracellular
conductivity, cell shape, membrane thickness and its other properties, dielec-
tric properties of the cell and its dependence of frequency. Accurate knowledge
of these parameters and their inclusion in the model will accelerate research in
this field. The variable physiological parameter is the extracellular conductiv-
ity that seems to affect cell membrane tension and thus the electroporation.
Regarding the electrical parameters, physical apparatus must be built that
can produce the appropriate pulse shapes, frequency and magnitude, so that
biological experiments can be carried out. Commercial apparatus for electro-
poration from several sources is available, but none offer appropriate bipolar
electric field pulses, probably due to the technical challenges in the design.
Such apparatus that can deliver high voltage (up to several thousand volts),
high frequency (up to several million hertz) bipolar pulse needs to be built.
Ability to predict accurately the transmembrane potential may reveal some
other effects of electromagnetic field hazards to living beings (Zimmermann
and Neil, 1996).
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